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Memorandum 
Item:  SF-23-04

Safety and Facilities Services Department 
Municipal Law Enforcement and Licensing Services 

Date: February 8, 2023 

To: Safety and Facilities Services Committee 

From: Phil Lyon, Director Municipal Law Enforcement and Licensing Services 
Tracy Adams, C.A.O. 

Re: Additional Information related to Report CORP-22-53 “Regulating the Keeping of 
Animals: Permitted and Prohibited Animals Lists” 

1. Purpose
On June 7, 2021, the Corporate Services Committee directed staff to prepare an option on a 
permissive animal list and related enforcement process for consideration. 

On September 12, 2022, the Corporate Services Committee considered Report CORP-22-53 
and deferred it until the February 2023 Committee meeting in order to give additional time to 
the Oshawa Animal Care Advisory Committee (O.A.C.A.C.) to review the report and ask 
questions. 

Report CORP-22-53 is to be considered in conjunction with this memo. 

2. Report CORP-22-53
The purpose of Report CORP-22-53 “Regulating the Keeping of Animals: Permitted and 
Prohibited Animals Lists”, dated September 7, 2022, is to address Direction 3 in CORP-22-12: 

“That the Prohibited Animals List as detailed in Schedule A to Responsible Pet Owners 
By-law 14-2010 be referred back to staff to prepare an option on a permissive list and 
enforcement process for the consideration of the Corporate Services Committee and 
Council.” 

In follow-up to Committee’s deferral on September 12, 2022, staff delivered a presentation to 
the O.A.C.A.C. on September 27, 2022 to overview the report and related recommendation 
and responded to any questions or concerns that were raised. 
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3. Recommendation 
That the Safety and Facilities Committee recommend to City Council:  

1.  That pursuant to Item SF-23-04, dated February 8, 2023 ‘Additional Information related to 
Report CORP-22-53 Regulating the Keeping of Animals: Permitted and Prohibited Animals 
Lists (Attachment 1), the Provincial Government be requested to amend the Provincial 
Animal Welfare Services Act, 2019 to include regulations for the keeping of exotic animals; 
and,  

 
2.  That staff be directed to continue to enforce existing standards for the keeping of animals 

through Schedule “A” Prohibited Animals List to the Responsible Pet Owners By-law 
14-2010, as amended, as detailed in Attachment 1 to this memo. 

 
 



Item:  SF-23-04 
Attachment 1

Public Report

To: Corporate Services Committee 

From: Tracy Adams, Commissioner,  
Corporate Services Department 

Report Number: CORP-22-53 

Date of Report: September 7, 2022 

Date of Meeting: September 12, 2022 

Subject: Regulating the Keeping of Animals: Permitted and Prohibited 
Animals Lists 

Ward: All Wards 

File: D-2200

1.0 Purpose 

The purpose of this report is to address Direction 3 in CORP-22-12: 

“That the Prohibited Animals List as detailed in Schedule A to Responsible Pet Owners 
By-law 14-2010 be referred back to staff to prepare an option on a permissive list and 
enforcement process for the consideration of the Corporate Services Committee and 
Council.”   

Attachment 1 is a scholarly article from Schuppli and Fraser “A Framework for Assessing 
the Suitability of Different Species as Companion Animals.” 

Attachment 2 is a presentation from World Animal Protection and Zoocheck Inc. delivered 
at the March 7, 2022 Corporate Services Committee Meeting. 

Attachment 3 is a presentation from the Pet Industry Joint Advisory Committee delivered 
at the March 7, 2022 Corporate Services Committee Meeting. 

Attachment 4 is correspondence from CanHerp, Speciality Pet Families of Oshawa, Pet 
Reptile Retail Specialists of Canada.  

Attachment 5 is a side-by-side comparison of Oshawa’s Schedule “A” Prohibited Animals 
List from the Responsible Pet Owners By-law 14-2020 and Newmarket’s Schedule ‘A’ 
Permitted Animals List from The Animal Control By-law 2020-30. 

Attachment 6 is Newmarket’s Schedule ‘A’ Permitted Animals List from The Animal 
Control By-law 2020-30. 
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Attachment 7 is Aurora’s Permitted Animals List from The Animal Services By-law 6197-
19. 

Attachment 8 is Kitchener’s Permitted, Restricted, and Prohibited Animals Lists from The 
Animals Regulation By-law. 

Attachment 9 is an example of a Permitted Animals List provided by World Animal 
Protection and Zoocheck Inc. 

2.0 Recommendation 

That the Corporate Services Committee recommend to City Council: 

1. That pursuant to Report CORP-22-53, dated September 7, 2022, “Regulating the 
Keeping of Animals: Permitted and Prohibited Animals Lists”, the Provincial 
Government be requested to amend the Provincial Animal Welfare Services Act, 
2019 to include regulations for the keeping of exotic animals; and, 
 

2. That staff be directed to continue to enforce existing standards for the keeping of 
animals through Schedule “A” Prohibited Animals List to the Responsible Pet 
Owners By-law 14-2010, as amended, as detailed in Report CORP-22-53, dated 
September 7, 2022, “Regulating the Keeping of Animals: Permitted and Prohibited 
Animals Lists”. 

3.0 Executive Summary 

Not applicable. 

4.0 Input From Other Sources 

4.1 City Branches 

The following City branches were consulted as part of this review: 

• Animal Services 
• Legal Services 

4.2 Animal By-laws from Other Municipalities 

Staff reviewed the Animal Services By-laws and related by-laws from the following 
municipalities as part of this review: 

• Aurora, Kitchener, and Newmarket 

4.3 Other Documents 

Staff reviewed the following documents and articles as part of this review: 
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• Assigning Degrees of Ease or Difficulty for Pet Animal Maintenance: The EMODE 
System Concept 

• Exotic Pet Trading and Keeping: Proposing a Model Government Consultation and 
Advisory Protocol  

• Positive List Q & A: For the Regulation of Domesticated and Non-Domesticated 
Animals  

• Regulating Pets Using an Objective Positive List Approach 
• Regulating the Keeping and Use of Exotic Animals 
• Turning Negatives into Positives for Pet Trading and Keeping: A Review of Positive 

Lists Analysis 

5.0 Analysis 

5.1 Background 

5.1.1 Prohibited Animals List 

The Responsible Pet Owners By-law 14-2010, as amended (R.P.O. By-law) broadly 
regulates the care and control of all animals in the City of Oshawa. Amongst these 
regulations, Schedule “A” of the R.P.O. By-law (“Prohibited Animals List”) regulates the 
keeping of animals which are deemed to be unsuitable pets through the Prohibited 
Animals List, which lists animals that are not permitted to be kept.  

In September 2012, Council approved an independent review of the Prohibited Animals 
List by animal experts to ensure the list was suitable and that the scientific classification of 
animals was accurate. The independent review assessed the suitability of animals listed in 
the Prohibited Animals List using a robust and unbiased criteria as outlined in ‘A 
Framework for Assessing the Suitability of Different Species as Companion Animals’ (see 
Attachment 1) which considered the following:  

• Welfare of the animal 
• Welfare of others (humans) 
• Risks to the environment 

Staff performed an extensive literature review and reviewed the R.P.O. By-law with experts 
to ensure the Prohibited Animal List was modern, effective, and addressed public health as 
well as animal welfare concerns. In December 2012, staff presented the findings in CORP-
12-263 “Expert Review of Proposed Amendments to Schedule “A” of the Responsible Pet 
Owners By-law 14-2010” which amended Schedule “A” to permit certain non-venomous 
snakes and lizards, sugar gliders, and tarantulas as pets. Following these enhancements, 
the Prohibited Animals List has been a clear and concise tool in regulating the keeping of 
prohibited animals in an effective and consistent manner. 

In May 2021, the Oshawa Animal Care Advisory Committee (O.A.C.A.C.) submitted 
OACAC-21-25 to the Corporate Services Committee recommending “That the Prohibitive 
List (Schedule ‘A’) in the Responsible Pet Owner By-law 14-2010 be amended to that of a 
‘Permitted List.” The O.A.C.A.C.’s reasoning was that a permitted list would simplify the list 
making it easier for staff to maintain and enforce, and easier for residents to interpret.  

http://app.oshawa.ca/agendas/Corporate%20Services%20Committee/2012/12-06/CORP-12-263-CM_Expert_Review_RPO_By-law_14-2010.pdf
http://app.oshawa.ca/agendas/Corporate%20Services%20Committee/2012/12-06/CORP-12-263-CM_Expert_Review_RPO_By-law_14-2010.pdf
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At its June 21, 2021 meeting, City Council directed (CORP-21-31) this item to staff for a 
report back. At the March 7, 2022 Corporate Services Committee Report CORP-22-12 was 
considered, which provided an analysis on the benefits and detractors of permitted and 
prohibited animals lists. Following Council’s consideration of this report, staff were directed 
to prepare an option on a permissive list and enforcement process for the consideration of 
the Corporate Services Committee and Council. 

5.1.2 March 2022 Corporate Services Committee Meeting 

At the March 7, 2022 Corporate Services Committee meeting CORP-22-12 was 
considered, a report that responded to OACAC-21-25 by: 

• Adding tiered and escalating administrative monetary penalties (A.M.P.) to the 
R.P.O. By-law 

• Adding regular mail as a method of service to serve documents pursuant to the 
R.P.O. By-law 

• Limiting the sale of rabbits in Oshawa pet stores 
• Providing an analysis on the benefits and detractors of a permitted versus 

prohibited animals list to regulate the keeping of animals 

At this meeting, Committee and staff heard delegation from World Animal Protection and 
Zoocheck Inc. (Attachment 2), as well as from the Pet Industry Joint Advisory Committee 
(P.I.J.A.C.) (Attachment 3), regarding the potential permitted animals list. In addition, 
correspondence was received by CanHerp that supports the use of prohibitive lists 
(Attachment 4).  

5.1.3 World Animal Protection and Zoocheck Inc. 

Representatives from World Animal Protection, and Zoocheck Inc. delivered a presentation 
to Committee in favour of adopting a permitted animals list (Attachment 2). Feedback 
received on CORP-22-12 was that a limited analysis was undertaken and the report did 
not properly explain the merits for a permitted list, including greater efficiency, or 
addressing a large number of exotic animals the by-law currently ignores. 

The delegation suggested that historically prohibited animals lists have been used to 
address nuisance and public safety, but now there are additional reasons to use a 
permitted list, such as regulating exotic animals, since there is no provincial legislation 
which does so. Amongst the reasons for adopting a permitted list, the delegation cited the 
precautionary principle, meaning that species will not be listed until there is sufficient 
evidence they have met the pre-determined criteria to be on the list. Additionally, common 
pets would generally meet this criterion, so a permitted list would not have any significant 
impact on the retail pet sector. If a new list were to make a person’s pet prohibited, they 
would not have to surrender it, since when they acquired the animal it was permitted. 
Based on literature provided to staff by World Animal Protection and Zoocheck Inc., 
common criteria to develop an inclusive permitted list include: 

• Animal welfare 
• Public health and safety 
• Environmental protection 

https://pub-oshawa.escribemeetings.com/filestream.ashx?DocumentId=2473
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• Protecting wildlife population elsewhere 
• Disposition of animals 
• Available knowledge 
• Precautionary principle  

5.1.4 Pet Industry Joint Advisory Committee 

A representative from P.I.J.A.C. presented in favour of a prohibited list. The delegation 
supported a prohibited list as it is more effective and efficient to enforce animal ownership 
standards, and that it has been successfully enforced on a number of occasions. The 
delegation also referenced the robust and unbiased criteria used to develop Oshawa’s 
prohibited list, and that adopting a permitted list would be challenging from an 
administrative and training perspective, since staff would be required to be knowledgeable 
on such a large number of different species. 

5.1.5 Council’s Direction (CORP-22-12) 

City Council directed staff to develop an option on a permitted list so members of Council 
could compare the two (2) options; this is presented in Attachment 5.  

5.2 Permitted Animals List  

5.2.1 Municipal Benchmarking 

Staff conducted extensive benchmarking and were only able to identify Newmarket, 
Aurora, and Kitchener as Ontario municipalities that use permitted lists to regulate the 
keeping of animals. Other Ontario municipalities that regulate the keeping of animals use 
prohibited animal lists. 

Newmarket (see Attachment 6) 

• No person shall keep any animal other than on Newmarket’s Permitted List 
• Groups animals into broad categories rather than naming each species, for 

example: 
1. Birds: Only birds that are in compliance with all provincial and federal 

regulations 
2. Fish: All ornamental fish except for wild-caught and in compliance with all 

provincial and federal regulations 
3. Mammals: Carnivora -  Domestic Cats and Dogs 

Aurora (see Attachment 7) 

• No person shall keep any animal other than on Aurora’s Permitted List 
• Groups animals into broad categories rather than naming each species, for 

example: 
1. Birds: birds are only permitted in compliance with any provincial and federal 

laws 
2. Dogs 
3. Cats 
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Kitchener (see Attachment 8) 

• Uses three (3) separate lists in one by-law:  
1. Permitted animals 

 Specific groups of animals which are permitted (e.g. dogs, cats, and 
birds, reptiles and fish “which are not restricted or prohibited animals”) 

2. Restricted animals 
 Lizards that will grow to over 25.6 inches in length, snakes that will 

grow to over 2 metres in length 
 Prohibited animals that were kept or harboured by its owner on or 

before the date they became prohibited  
• Anyone can own a restricted animal, but are subject to specific 

ownership requirements (e.g. animal housing approved by a 
Poundkeeper, notifying a Poundkeeper of an address or 
ownership change) 

3. Prohibited animals 
 A mix of specific animals that are prohibited, and characteristics that 

make an animal prohibited 
• Animals which are venomous or poisonous 
• Animals which are wild-caught 
• Animals from the Orders Rheiformes and Struthioniformes 

During municipal benchmarking, staff learned that Newmarket’s list is modelled after 
Aurora’s, and they share certain animal services as both municipalities are part of the 
Regional Municipality of York. Since Kitchener uses three (3) lists, Newmarket and Aurora 
are the only municipalities staff identified in Ontario regulating the keeping of animals 
exclusively through a permitted animals list. 

5.2.2 Literature Review 

Animal regulation through listing has been a topic of discussion in Canada for decades and 
there are stakeholders on both sides of the debate. The pet industry is generally in favour 
of a prohibited list approach and animal welfare organizations are typically in support of a 
permitted animal list.  

World Animal Protection and Zoocheck Inc. provided staff with a Standard Positive List 
Proposal (Attachment 9) which can be used as a framework for a permitted list. However, 
staff is of the opinion that Newmarket’s list (Attachment 6) should be used as a framework 
if Council were to choose to adopt a permitted list, as it is clearer and has been used in 
practice.  

Reasons for Supporting a Prohibited List 

In 1988, P.I.J.A.C. developed the first ever prohibited species list which has been used as 
a framework for prohibited lists. P.I.J.A.C. contends that there are a number of benefits of 
a prohibited list: 
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• Simpler Criteria: It is easier to develop criteria that is not allowed rather than what 
is allowed. 

• Application and Management: A permitted list would constantly require 
modification due to changes in consumer demand, market trends, etc. as well as in-
depth training and education for Municipal Law Enforcement Officers (M.L.E.O.). A 
prohibited list is simpler to maintain, interpret and enforce. 

• Length: A permitted list can become quite long if it contains every animal that is 
permitted whereas a prohibited list is more concise and simplified for the general 
audience.  

Reasons for Supporting a Permitted List 

Literature from scholars and animal welfare organizations (e.g. World Animal Protection, 
Zoocheck Inc.) have advocated for governments to adopt permitted lists to regulate the 
keeping of animals. Some of the reasoning for favouring a permitted list approach include: 

• More Robust Criteria: Evidence-based risk assessment offers consumer protection 
as well as animal health and welfare. Prohibited lists often do not offer that same 
assessment, and only consider the welfare of humans (e.g. prohibiting dangerous 
animals) rather than animal welfare as well. 

• Easier to Interpret: Administratively simple and easier to enforce, greater clarity for 
the public regarding which species can be kept. 

• Precautionary: Similar to how certain professions (e.g. doctor, veterinarian) and 
products (e.g. cars, drugs) are required to meet acceptable conditions before 
working or operating, permitted lists adopt a precautionary principle where the 
burden of proof is placed on the proponent of the animal to prove it should be 
permitted. 

5.2.3 Enforcement Process 

Municipal Law Enforcement’s (M.L.E.) enforcement process for the R.P.O. By-law if 
Schedule “A” was amended to become a permitted animals list would be very similar to the 
current enforcement approach of the Prohibited Animals List, specifically: 

• An M.L.E.O. would undertake an inspection following a complaint, using 
enforcement tools (e.g. education and voluntary compliance, animal control orders, 
monetary penalties) to achieve compliance. 

• If an inspection leads to an animal the M.L.E.O. is not knowledgeable on (e.g. an 
exotic reptile or bird), they may engage an animal expert for assistance. 

• When the situation warrants it, M.L.E. may require an animal owner to surrender 
their pet to the appropriate agency. 

5.3 Permitted and Prohibited List Analysis 

5.3.1 Ease of Interpretation 

Permitted animal list advocates often cite ease of interpretation as a key reason to adopt a 
permitted list, suggesting it would be easier to see if an animal is on a list, and immediately 
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know you are permitted to have one. However based on staff’s benchmarking, a prohibited 
animals list may be easier to interpret for the public and enforcement staff. 

Both prohibited and permitted lists use the scientific names as well as the common names 
of animals (e.g. Newmarket: Mammals, Carnivora, Domestic Dogs, and Oshawa: 
Carnivora, Canidae, Domestic Dogs). While the scientific name is more precise, the 
common names are also included for ease of reference and to make the by-law easier to 
interpret. 

Newmarket and Aurora use permitted lists to regulate which animals are permitted. By 
grouping animals into broad categories they allow the list to stay concise, as opposed to 
listing every specific animal that residents are permitted to own. Kitchener, however, uses 
three (3) different lists to regulate the keeping of animals. Additionally, all three (3) 
municipalities benchmarked reference other legislation or sections to define a permitted 
animals. For example: 

• Newmarket: “only birds that are in compliance with all provincial and federal 
regulation” 

• Aurora: “birds are only permitted in compliance with any provincial and federal laws” 
• Kitchener: “all birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish and invertebrates which are not 

restricted or prohibited animals”  

This type of language can make a by-law difficult to interpret for both enforcement staff 
and residents. Readers of the by-law have to cross-reference provincial and federal 
legislation, which is not explicitly defined, in order to determine if a bird is permitted to be 
kept. For example, Ontario’s Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, 1997 regulates the 
keeping of wild animals, the Canada Wildlife Act, 1985 regulates the possession of native 
animal species, and Canada’s Species at Risk Act, 2002 regulates ownership and 
possession of extirpated, endangered and threatened native wildlife species.  

If a resident wanted a parrot in Oshawa, they could reference the R.P.O. By-law and see 
that parrot is not on the list; therefore, parrots would be permitted. But in Newmarket or 
Aurora, a person may then be required to research all applicable provincial and federal 
legislation before determining if a parrot can in fact be owned in order to ensure 
compliance with their respective by-laws.  

5.3.2 Criteria for the Keeping of Animals 

A common assertion in favour of a permitted list is the robust and unbiased criteria 
associated with the list in order for an animal to be permitted. Based on the literature 
provided by World Animal Protection and Zoocheck Inc., some common criteria for a 
permitted list include: 

• Animal welfare 
• Public health and safety 
• Environmental protection 
• Protecting wildlife population elsewhere 
• Disposition of animals 
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• Available knowledge 
• Precautionary principle  

However, Oshawa’s Prohibited Animals List is based on the suitability of animals using a 
robust criteria (see Attachment 1) including but not limited to: 

• Welfare of the animal 
o Nutritional and exercise requirements 
o Health care 
o Suitable food 

• Welfare of others (humans) 
o Is the animal poisonous? 
o Does it pose a risk of attacking others? 
o Can it transmit diseases? 

• Risks to the environment  
o Can the animal cause ecological damage if it escapes or is released? 
o Can its capture effect its native population or ecosystem? 

Both Oshawa’s current Prohibited Animals List as well as Newmarket’s Permitted Animals 
List (Attachment 6) use robust unbiased criteria that considers animal welfare, welfare of 
others, environmental risks, and more. 

5.3.3 Exotic Animals 

Presentations to Committee on behalf of a permitted animals list, as well as the literature 
provided suggests that a key reason to adopt a permitted list is to regulate exotic animals. 
However, Oshawa’s Prohibited Animals List does address exotic animals, for example, 
animals on the list include: 

• Kangaroos, Wallabies, Tasmanian Devils 
• Tigers, Leopards, Lynx 
• Zebras, Rhinoceros, Giraffes, Elephants 
• Crocodiles, Alligators 
• Monkeys, Apes 

Although Ontario is the only province in Canada without legislation governing the 
ownership of exotic animals, Oshawa’s Prohibited Animals List establishes robust 
standards around the keeping of such animals. 

5.3.4 Precautionary Principle 

Permitted animals lists utilize the precautionary principle, meaning a species will not be 
listed until there is sufficient evidence it meets the list’s criteria. Similar to how medicine 
cannot be approved until it meets certain criteria, animals are all prohibited until they meet 
a set of predetermined standards. 

Oshawa’s list does not abide by that principle, instead animals are prohibited based on a 
robust unbiased set of criteria detailed in Attachment 1 and in Section 5.3.2.  
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5.3.5 Effective Enforcement 

M.L.E.O.s consider a prohibited list the most efficient and effective way to enforce animal 
ownership standards as by-laws that establish prohibitions and create obligations are a 
legal best practice for ensuring clarity in an enforcement context. Also, the format of the 
R.P.O. By-law is consistent with other City by-laws, in that it defines what is prohibited, 
rather than permitted. Additional enforcement related considerations in favor of keeping 
the Prohibited Animals List include: 

• There have been no complaints regarding the use of the Prohibited Animals List.  
• In 2021, M.L.E. received only six (6) inquiries from residents about the Prohibited 

Animals List.  
• The Prohibited Animals List has been successfully enforced on numerous 

occasions. 
• Short form wording for issuing orders such as charges under the Provincial 

Offences Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. P.33, Administrative Monetary Penalties, etc. would 
need to be rewritten to reflect violations of a permitted list. 

5.4 Provincial Exotic Animal Legislation 

Ontario is the only province in Canada without legislation on exotic pet ownership. 
Because of this, municipalities within Ontario have to use permitted or prohibited lists to 
determine which exotic animals can or cannot be kept within their jurisdiction. This leads to 
a wide-range of legislation where in some instances municipalities have no legislation 
governing the keeping of such animals. Because of this, staff recommends requesting the 
Provincial Government address regulating the keeping of exotic animals by amending the 
Provincial Animal Welfare Services Act, 2019 to include such regulations. 

5.5 Option for a Permitted Animals List 

After considering the benchmarking, literature, and additional research surrounding the 
adoption of a permitted animals list, staff recommend maintaining the Prohibited Animals 
List. 

However, if Council chooses to amend Schedule “A” of the R.P.O. By-law from a 
Prohibited Animals List to a Permitted Animals List, the following recommendation should 
be passed: 

1. That pursuant to Report CORP-22-53, dated September 7, 2022, “Regulating the 
Keeping of Animals: Permitted and Prohibited Animals Lists”, the Provincial 
Government be requested to amend the Provincial Animal Welfare Services Act, 
2019 to include regulations for the keeping of exotic animals; and, 
 

2. That the Permitted Animals List presented in Attachment 6 be reviewed by a panel 
of animal experts comprised of stakeholders from the Pet Industry, Animal 
Protection Groups, and Veterinarians to develop a Permitted Animals List for the 
Responsible Pet Owners By-law 14-2010, as amended, as detailed in Report 
CORP-22-53 “Regulating the Keeping of Animals: Permitted and Prohibited Animals 
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Lists”, dated September 7, 2022, and staff be directed to report back to the 
Corporate Services Committee for approval.” 

Staff is recommending reconvening a panel of experts for the following reasons: 

• Ensuring that the permitted list is reviewed by experts 
• Ensuring that the permitted list would provide a balanced approach to the keeping 

of exotic animals (e.g. by engaging experts from the pet industry, animal protection 
organizations, and exotic animal veterinarians)  

6.0 Financial Implications 

Should Council select the Permitted Animals List option, the cost of hiring a panel of 
animal experts to review the potential permitted list would be approximately $3,000 and 
would be funded from the Municipal Law Enforcement and Licensing Services Operating 
Budget. 

7.0 Relationship to the Oshawa Strategic Plan 

The recommendations in this report responds to the Oshawa Strategic Plan Goals of 
Accountable Leadership. 

Phil Lyon, Director,  
Muncipal Law Enforcement and Licensing Services 

Tracy Adams, Commissioner,  
Corporate Services Department 
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ABSTRACT 

Municipal regulations and humane movement policies often restrict or discourage the use 
of 'exotic' species as companion animals. However, confusion arises because the term 
'exotic' is used in various ways, and because classifying species as exotic or non-exotic 
does not satisfactorily distinguish suitable from unsuitable companion animals. Even 
among commonly kept species, some appear to be much more suitable than others. 
Instead, decisions about suitable companion animal species need to be based on a 
number of relevant issues. As ethical criteria, we considered that keeping a companion 
animal should not jeopardize - and ideally should enhance - its welfare, as well as that of 
its owner; and that keeping a companion animal should not incur any appreciable harm or 
risk of harm to the community or the environment. These criteria then served as the basis 
for identifying and organizing the various concerns that may arise over keeping a species 
for companionship. Concerns include how the animals are procured and transported, how 
well their needs can be met in captivity, whether the animal poses any danger to others, 
and whether the animal might cause environmental damage. These concerns were 
organized into a checklist of questions that form a basis for assigning species to five 
proposed categories reflecting their suitability as companion animals. This assessment 
framework could be used in creating policy or regulations, and to create educational and 
decision-making tools for pet retailers, animal adoption workers, and potential owners, to 
help prevent animals from being placed in unsuitable circumstances. 

Introduction 

In 1992, the Toronto city government was considering whether to allow miniature pigs as domestic pets 
within the city boundaries. The week before the final vote was a busy one for pig biologists. Proponents of 
pet pigs wanted expert testimony that pigs are highly intelligent and make engaging companion animals. 
Opponents were seeking scientific data on the size and strength of pigs and their ability to damage 
dwellings and public property. City officials wanted to know whether pigs carry diseases that could be 
transmitted to humans or other domestic animals. The three groups, although addressing the same issue, 
saw very different criteria as relevant to the decision. 

The Toronto pig debate was one small example of the ongoing confusion over the use of non-traditional 
species as companion animals1. In many cases, the concerns have been expressed simply as a call to 
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avoid 'exotic' or 'wild' species2 for purposes of companionship. Some municipalities have enacted 
regulations concerning the keeping of exotic animals, and many animal welfare organizations have 
policies discouraging trade in wild and exotic species (eg British Columbia Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals [1982]; American Veterinary Medical Association [1990]; Metropolitan Toronto Zoo 
[1994]; American Humane Association [1995]; The Humane Society of the United States, see Farinato & 
Lamb [1995]; Canadian Federation of Humane Societies [1997]; Royal Society for the Prevention of 
Cruelty to Animals [1997]; People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals [1998]; Zoocheck Canada [1998]). 

Unfortunately, these policies and regulations often give rise to conflicting interpretations. Confusion arises 
partly because the term 'exotic', which most correctly refers to animals that are not native to the local 
area, has sometimes been used to mean merely non-traditional or faddish companion animals. In fact, 
none of these meanings is necessarily related to the ethical issues that arise over keeping companion 
animals. For example, gerbils, Meriones spp., which appear to be satisfactory pets for young children, are 
a North African and Central Asian species which have been captive-bred only since the 1960s (Huddart & 
Naherniak 1995), and hence would be considered exotic by some definitions. Furthermore, even among 
species that are commonly kept as companion animals, some appear to be much more suitable than 
others, as evidenced by the numbers given up to animal shelters or for euthanasia. Hence, simply 
designating species as exotic or non-exotic does not satisfactorily distinguish suitable from unsuitable 
companion animals. In addition, suitability is also influenced by the owner's awareness and ability to care 
for the animal. Therefore, a more systematic analysis is needed to evaluate the suitability of different 
species as companion animals, based on the wide range of issues relevant to this assessment. 

The purpose of this paper is to identify the various issues that affect the suitability of different species as 
companion animals, and to bring these issues together in the form of a systematic assessment framework 
which could be used in creating policy or regulations, and for educational purposes. 

Ethical criteria for keeping animals as companions 

Companion animals are often kept for the purpose of enhancing the welfare of the owner by providing 
companionship, protection, assistance or stimulation. Ethical objections to keeping a companion animal 
could arise if such benefits to the owner were achieved to the detriment of the animal. However, animals 
of many species seem capable of leading very satisfactory lives as companion animals, with at least 
some elements of their welfare (eg freedom from hunger, fear and disease) enhanced as a result of their 
being kept for companionship. In fact, companion animals are sometimes kept specifically as a service to 
the animals themselves, as sometimes occurs in the adoption of unwanted animals. 

There is a risk, however, that we may fail to recognize a threat to the animal's welfare, especially when 
dealing with unfamiliar species. For example, keeping a particular species might lead to suffering if the 
animals are prevented from carrying out an important element of their natural behaviour such as 
migration, or if the animals are procured in an inhumane manner. In such cases, use of the species could 
raise legitimate ethical concerns. To prevent such concerns, we would want to ensure that keeping the 
animals would enhance, or at least not jeopardize, the welfare of the animal. 

Ethical issues may also arise over any benefits or harms caused to other parties. Undesirable effects on 
other people (eg injury) or to the environment (eg ecological damage) could be grounds for refusing to 
allow owners to keep certain animals, however positive the relationship might be for the owners and the 
animals themselves. 

Our criteria for assessing the suitability of species as companion animals were, therefore, that keeping a 
companion animal: i) should not jeopardize - and ideally should enhance – the welfare of the animal, as 
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well as of the owner; and ii) should not incur any appreciable harm or risk of harm to the community, 
including other wild and domestic animals, or to the environment. We then used these criteria as the 
basis for organizing the various concerns that arise over keeping animals for purposes of companionship. 

Concerns that arise over using species as companion animals 

Welfare of the animal 

The welfare of animals is affected by a range of factors, many of which have been captured in the 'five 
freedoms' of the Farm Animal Welfare Council (1992). We consider these in turn. 

First, freedom from hunger, thirst and malnutrition requires both that the nutritional requirements of the 
species are adequately known and that suitable foods are available to the owner. Among herbivorous and 
omnivorous reptiles such as the green iguana, Iguana iguana, metabolic bone disease is a common 
problem when owners with insufficient knowledge of the animals' nutritional requirements provide a diet of 
poor-quality vegetables and fruits (Jacobson 1987). 

Second, freedom from disease and injury requires that adequate veterinary knowledge of the species 
exists, and that the expertise is available to the owner. For some exotic animals, little is known about 
basic care and diseases. For other species, considerable information may exist, but veterinarians and 
other individuals with this knowledge may not be readily available (eg Jacobson [1987]; Barten [1993]). In 
either case, animals may suffer because of inappropriate treatment. For example, ivermectin is commonly 
used as an ecto- and endo-parasiticide in reptiles but can harm turtles and tortoises if used on those 
species (Clyde 1996). 

Third, freedom from physical and thermal discomfort requires that the housing and environmental needs 
of the species are known and can be met by the owner. Many species require very specialized housing. 
Ectothermic ('cold-blooded') reptiles and amphibians require a variety of temperature and moisture 
regimes within their enclosures (Barten 1993). Many tropical species, such as the African pygmy 
hedgehog, Erinaceus albiventris, and the sugar glider, Petaurus breviceps, require year-round warm 
temperatures of 22-27 °C (Polachic 1997; Pet Industry Joint Advisory Council of Canada 2000). 
Supplying these complex conditions can be difficult within the household environment. 

Fourth, for animals to be free from fear, distress and other negative psychological states, they must not 
be unduly upset by captivity and close human proximity. This requires an ability to recognize negative 
psychological states in the given species (Flecknell & Molony 1997; Mench & Mason 1997), and an ability 
to house and handle the animals accordingly. 

Fifth, for animals to be free to carry out most normal forms of behaviour, knowledge of their natural 
behaviour is needed, and important features of their natural environment need to be provided. Some 
species require high levels of exercise or key stimuli in the environment in order to live normal lives. For 
example, gerbils in the wild dig burrows, but in captivity, when they cannot dig a burrow, they often carry 
out a stereotypical behaviour of scrabbling in the comers of their cages. Wiedenmayer (1997) found that 
captive gerbils stopped corner-scrabbling when provided with tunnels. Other species are extremely social, 
and their normal behaviour requires ample interaction with conspecifics unless humans can make 
appropriate substitutes. For certain highly social species such as primates, the demands for interaction 
can be very great. For example, Rhesus monkeys, Macaca mulatta, establish strong and complex social-
emotional bonds in captivity, without which behavioural problems can develop (Mitchell et al 1979). For 
many exotic species, little is known about the environmental features necessary to allow natural 
behaviour.  
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Animal welfare may also be jeopardized if the owner loses interest in, or commitment to, the animal. In 
some instances, long-term commitment may be reduced if the animal grows too large and becomes 
difficult to house or costly to keep. For example, the so-called 'miniature' pot-bellied domestic pig, Sus 
scrofa, can grow to more than 50kg; these animals became fashionable pets in North America during the 
1990s, but because of their large size, many of them were given up to animal shelters where they were 
likely to be euthanized because facilities were inadequate to accommodate them (Farinato & Lamb 1995). 
A similar problem occurs when small fish outgrow their aquaria (Tetra undated), as public aquaria cannot 
accommodate the influx of these unwanted fish. Consistent care may also be jeopardized if animals are 
very long lived. For example, parrots in captivity can live 30-80 years (Forshaw 1973), as do many 
primates. Such pets may outlive their owners, or the owners may lose the interest or ability to provide 
care, with the result that the animal is put into a shelter or is passed through a series of owners. 

Small body size may also affect the welfare of companion animals. Some species, such as the sugar 
glider, are so small and fragile that they can be easily crushed by improper handling (Humane Society of 
Tucson 1998). 

As well as these general aspects of animal welfare, additional considerations arise for species that are 
collected directly from their native habitat. Some methods of wild capture inflict considerable harm to 
animals; for example, some wild birds remain stuck to unattended glue sticks or die from inadequate care 
after capture (Bowles et aI1992). Animals that survive capture may then travel long distances, sometimes 
in crowded and unhygienic conditions (Bowles et al 1992). Based on studies in Senegal (a major bird 
exporter) and several bird-importing countries, the total average mortality of birds from capture, export 
and quarantine has been estimated at 70 per cent (Carter & Currey 1987). 

Welfare of others 

Some animals create a risk of injury to humans (either owners or community members) and to other 
animals. Venomous snakes, pythons, crocodilians, primates, wolves, wolf-hybrids and large cat species 
are generally considered unsuitable as companion animals for this reason (Diesch 1981; Jacobson 1993; 
Payne 1998; People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals 1998). The Canadian Veterinary Medical 
Association (1993) cautions owners about pet ferrets, Mustela putarius Jura, because they are known to 
bite people unpredictably, especially children (Paisley & Lauer 1988). In extreme cases, people have died 
from bites by exotic companion animals (Diesch 1981; 1982). However, safety concerns are by no means 
limited to exotic species: in the United States, there are 2-3 million bites by domestic dogs annually 
(Cornwell 1997), which account for 0.3 per cent to 1.1 per cent of all emergency department visits (Sokal 
& Houser 1971; Avner & Baker 1991; Weiss et al 1998) and cause as many as 18 human deaths per year 
(Sacks et al 1996). 

Companion animals may also expose humans to disease. For example, pet racoons, Procyon lotor, and 
skunks, Mephitis mephitis, have sometimes been found to test positive for rabies (Diesch 1981), yet there 
is no licensed rabies vaccine for these species in the United States (National Association of State Public 
Health Veterinarians Inc 1998). Health Canada (1997) has documented human salmonellosis, attributed 
to Salmonella tilene, transmitted from African pygmy hedgehogs and sugar gliders. Turtles are also 
known carriers of Salmonella (D'Aoust et al 1990). Hence, there has been a ban on the importation of pet 
turtles for commercial purposes in Canada (D'Aoust & Lior 1978) and on the commercial sale and 
distribution of pet turtles in the United States (Lecos 1988). Common pet species are a problem as well 
as exotic species, in that a number of human illnesses can be acquired from traditional pets such as dogs 
and cats (Elliot et al 1985; Folkenberg 1990). 
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Zoonoses transmitted to wild or domesticated animals are also a concern. According to Fowler (1978), 
Newcastle Disease, transmitted from imported parrots destined for the pet trade, required the euthanasia 
of 12 million chickens and the destruction of hundreds of nondomestic birds in California in 1971. 
Bacteria, viruses and parasites are common in many shipments of imported aquarium fish (Trust & 
Bartlett 1974; Shotts & Gratzek 1984), and many parasites are transferred to native fish from shipments 
of exotics (Hoffman & Schubert 1984). 

Species may be ill-suited as companion animals simply because they have qualities that may detract 
from, or fail to enhance, the welfare of the owner. In such cases, the animal's standard of care may also 
suffer because of reduced owner commitment. Suitability in this respect depends greatly on the owner. 
For example, fish may be boring for young children but suitable for owners seeking quiet, undemanding 
companion animals. Companionship is one of the most important reasons for owning an animal (Mugford 
1980; Serpell 1986; Endenburg 1991). Hence, if an animal is solitary, inactive or nocturnal, the owner 
may find it unsatisfactory; for example, hedgehogs are nocturnal and roll into a ball when handled 
inappropriately (Pet Industry Joint Advisory Council 2000). Offensive qualities of animals (noise, odour, 
unruly or destructive behaviour) may also be undesirable to owners – and possibly to other members of 
the community. 

Risks to the environment 

When wild species are used in the companion animal trade, a major concern is the impact that wild 
captures have on the native populations and ecosystems from which the animals are taken. In some 
areas, nestlings of cavity-nesting birds are captured by destroying nest trees; this may pose a threat to 
local populations if the availability of nesting sites is reduced (Beissinger & Bucher 1991). In the fish 
trade, tropical reef fish are often collected by stunning with cyanide (Rubec 1986). In addition to causing 
delayed mortality in targetted fish, cyanide also kills non-target fish and shellfish, along with eggs and 
larvae, and poses a health hazard for the fishers (Rubec 1986; McAllister et at 1998). Fish dealers can 
certify that their fish were caught with nets or other less objectionable methods (Tetra undated). 

In some cases, species can become endangered partly by capture for the pet trade (Smart & Bride 1993). 
As many as 18 out of the 140 New World parrot species may be considered at risk of extinction through a 
combination of capture for the pet trade and habitat destruction (Collar & Juniper 1991). Attempts to 
prohibit trade in endangered species include legislation such as the 1992 Wild Bird Conservation Act in 
the United States (Department of the Interior 1992), and international agreements such as the Convention 
on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES [CITES Secretariat 1973]) 
and the Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats (Council of Europe 
1982). However, for species in which trade is allowed, the scientific data needed to monitor sustainable 
harvesting levels are often lacking (Beissinger & Bucher 199I). This, combined with the poor regulatory 
capabilities of many exporting and importing countries, raises major concerns about the continued 
acquisition of companion animals caught from the wild. 

Concerns also arise over non-native species being introduced into new habitats. When owners tire of 
companion animals, they sometimes release them into the wild. For example, many exotic fish species 
have been released deliberately or accidentally into the continental United States from the aquarium fish 
trade (Courtenay et al 1984). The risk of a species colonizing and damaging an ecosystem will depend on 
both the biology of the species and the physical and biological properties of the environment (Pimm 1987; 
Vitousek 1990; Smallwood & Salmon 1992). Introduced species can affect ecosystems by altering the 
food chain and structure of the biological community, or even by driving native species to extinction 
(Pimm 1987). Agricultural damage is often caused by introduced species (Smallwood & Salmon 1992). 
During the early 1940s, the house finch, Carpodacus mexicanus, became established in eastern North 
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America from the release of caged birds in the pet trade (Elliott & Arbib 1953). The house finch is 
responsible for damaging many fruit crops in California, and as the population spreads it will probably 
become a nuisance to crops in new areas (Long 1981). 

Table 1. Checklist of questions to assess the suitability of species as companion animals. 
Welfare of the animal 
1 Is there adequate knowledge of the species with respect to: 

 

1.1  nutritional requirements? 
1.2  health care? 
1.3  environmental requirements for physical and thermal comfort? 
1.4  recognizing and preventing negative states such as fear, pain and distress? 
1.5  requirements for exercise, social interaction, and natural behaviour? 

 If there is adequate knowledge of the species' requirements, might the owner still have practical difficulty in providing: 

 
1.6  suitable food? 
1.7  veterinary services? 
1.8  an environment that meets the animal's needs regarding comfort, psychological welfare, exercise, social interaction, and 

natural behaviour? 

2 Is the animal's size: 

 2.1  so large when mature that the owners may be unable to accommodate it? 
2.2  so small that the animal might easily be injured? 

3 Is the animal's life expectancy so great that the owner may lose the commitment or ability to provide care throughout its life? 
4 Is there any appreciable risk of suffering, injury, illness, or death arising from: 

 4.1  procurement? 
4.2  transportation 

  
Welfare of others 
5 Is the animal poisonous or venomous? 
6 Is there any appreciable risk of the animal attacking or injuring: 

 6.1  humans? 
6.2  other animals? 

 If a risk of injury exists, can it be made acceptably low by selecting safe individuals or by proper management? 
7 Is there any appreciable risk of the animal transmitting disease to: 

 7.1  humans? 
7.2  wild or domestic animals? 

 If a risk of disease transmission exists, can it be made acceptably low by finding individuals free from the disease(s) or by proper 
management? 

8 Does the animal have objectionable characteristics (eg noise, odour, uncleanliness, unruliness, destructive behaviour) that may 
prove unacceptable to: 

 8.1  the owner? 
8.2  the community? 

9 Does the animal have other characteristics (eg solitary, sedentary or nocturnal nature) that may cause the owner to lose interest 
and commitment? 

  
Risks to the environment 
10 Is there any appreciable risk of the animal causing ecological damage if it escapes or IS released? 
11 For species that exist in the wild, are trade and transportation subject to adequate regulation and enforcement? 

12 If there is ongoing wild capture, is there any appreciable risk that capture might have undesirable effects on native populations 
and ecosystems? 

 If a risk exists, can it be avoided by use of captive-breeding that does not depend on continued wild capture? 
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Table 2. Categories of animal .species classified according to their degree of suitability as companion 
animals. 

Category A 
Species whose use for companionship is generally positive for the animal and the owner, whose 
needs are easily met, whose procurement and transportation raise no appreciable problems, and 
whose use involves no apparent risks to the community or the environment. 

Category B 
Species that require significant commitment of time and/or resources in order that their use be 
positive for the animal and the owner, but where ownership is unproblematic with regard to 
procurement, transportation and effects on the community and the environment. Substantial owner 
education may be needed for such species. 

Category C 

Species that have complex or demanding requirements needing skilful and knowledgeable owners 
who are prepared to commit significant time and/or resources to animal ownership, but where 
ownership is unproblematic with regard to procurement, transportation and effects on the 
community and the environment. Control of ownership (eg ownership only by qualified persons) 
may be appropriate for such species. 

Category D 
Species where there is insufficient knowledge (eg regarding procurement, transportation, 
environmental impact or the animal's needs) to allow a confident assessment of its suitability as a 
companion animal. Use of these species might be acceptable in the future if knowledge becomes 
adequate and any necessary safeguards are in place. 

Category E Species that are unsuitable as companion animals because of undue harm or risk of harm to one or 
more of: the animal, the owner, the community, or the environment. 

 

An assessment framework 

As a guide for assessing the suitability of different species as companion animals, we attempted to 
capture the above issues in the form of a checklist of questions (Table 1). 

Three features of the checklist require comment to clarify its use. First, use of the checklist requires 
substantial knowledge of the species. Thus, while the questions provide a uniform process whereby a 
knowledgeable person can assess a species in a systematic way, the questions do not reduce or 
eliminate the need for such knowledge. Second, some of the questions inherently require ethical or value-
related judgements, for example, to decide whether enforcement of trade regulations is 'adequate', or 
whether risk of injury is 'acceptably' low. Whether to use a particular animal for purposes of 
companionship is inherently an ethical issue. The checklist helps to structure the empirical knowledge 
and normative judgements that are needed to arrive at a decision, but cannot tum the decision into a 
purely empirical or objective one. For example, some individuals may attach particular importance to 
certain concerns; some users, for instance, may consider that the risk of ecological damage or inhumane 
procurement is sufficiently high to rule out all use of wild-caught species. Finally, the suitability of a 
species depends partly on the owner and circumstances as well as on the characteristics of the species; 
hence, the assessment process often does not lead to a universal 'yes or no' decision. Rather, we 
suggest that the assessment leads most logically to classifying species into one of five possible 
descriptions (Table 2), reflecting in part the degree of owner commitment and expertise required. 

The following examples illustrate how we see the framework being used, but these are not intended as 
final evaluations of the species in question. 

Domestic mice, Mus musculus, and golden hamsters, Mesocricetus auratus, are examples of animals that 
might be assigned to category A. These animals are readily procured (by captive breeding) and 
transported without risk to themselves or the environment; there is substantial experience of and research 
into their care, nutrition and behaviour (Baumans 1999; Whittaker 1999); and their welfare needs appear 
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to be met easily and cheaply within a human home by an enriched cage environment coupled with regular 
handling. The few undesirable traits can generally be dealt with by simple management. The occasional 
tendency of hamsters to nip can usually be overcome by regular, gentle handling (Whittaker 1999); 
objectionable odours from mice can be managed successfully by regular cleaning and the use of simple 
'latrines' in the cage (Boyd 1988). Small body size may lead to a risk of injury, but this can be minimized 
by owner education. The nocturnal habits of these rodents, while undesirable for some owners, may 
actually correspond well to normal playtime for children attending school, and night-time noise is usually 
not a problem outside the room where the animals are kept. The solitary nature of hamsters makes them 
suitable for rearing individually (Whittaker 1999); the more social nature of mice can be accommodated 
by housing two same-sex litter mates together (Baumans 1999). 

Many popular dog and cat breeds are likely to be classified in category B as long as they are procured 
from known and responsible sources. The animals' health, nutrition, and behaviour have been studied 
extensively (MacArthur Clark 1999), and expertise is widely available. Food and care products are easily 
accessible, and the animals' requirements for comfort, exercise, and most forms of normal behaviour can 
generally be met with sufficient owner commitment. Numerous potential problems exist for the owner and 
community. These include noise, odour, hygiene, disease transmission, injury, and destructiveness 
(MacArthur Clark 1999); however, the problems can generally be overcome with a reasonable level of 
owner commitment. Consequently, the animals can be expected to thrive when kept as companions, and 
they may greatly enhance human welfare. However, certain dog breeds may merit category C or E 
because they have been bred for extreme traits that seriously jeopardize their welfare (Steiger 1998); or, 
in the case of breeds predisposed to aggression, because of a danger to others and the high requirement 
for animal training and owner skill. 

Among common exotic pet species, the green iguana may be an example of category C. Green iguanas 
can be maintained reasonably well in the home, but require a specialized, temperature- and humidity-
controlled environment in some climates (Barten 1993). Although much is known about their care, 
housing, and health needs (Barten 1993), this expertise may not be readily accessible to a given owner. 
The animals' specialized needs, potential to transmit disease, large adult size, and long lifespan (Barten 
1993) require an owner with unusual knowledge and commitment. 

Category D is included to acknowledge that in some cases we may not have sufficient knowledge to be 
assured that keeping a species for companionship is acceptable. This category could be applied if the 
methods of procuring or transporting the animal are not well known, if the ecological effects of their 
capture from the wild are uncertain, if their escape into a new environment could have unpredictable 
consequences, or if the animal's needs are not well enough known to be met reliably. 

Category E consists of species that are judged unsuitable as companion animals for any of a variety of 
reasons. Animals judged to fall into this category may include: i) dangerous species such as venomous 
snakes and large cat species; ii) exotic species that could cause ecological damage if they escaped; iii) 
wild species whose capture or transportation raises humane or environmental concerns; iv) long-lived 
species whose lifespan is likely to exceed an owner's ability to provide care; and v) species whose 
requirements (eg for normal social behaviour) cannot reasonably be met in captivity. 

Uses for the framework 

The keeping of animals for companionship is influenced by decisions and actions made by municipal 
governments, national and sub-national (eg state or provincial) governments, international organizations, 
pet distributors, animal adoption organizations and individual animal owners. The framework described 
above could help to guide decisions at any of these levels. 
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Some municipal governments regulate the keeping of companion animals, most often to prevent 
unwanted impacts of animals on the community. Typical examples are regulations for controlling noisy or 
stray dogs (eg City of Vancouver [2000]). Where exotic species are considered, regulations are often 
designed mainly to control dangerous pets such as large cats (eg Cincinnati [1995]; Portland [1997]). 
However, some municipalities have also created ordinances to prohibit the keeping of exotic or wild 
animals as pets. Some prohibit all species except the most traditional pets (eg Spotsylvania County 
[1993]). Others prohibit specific species or families such as members of the bear family, weasel family 
(including ferrets), non-human primates, porcupines, racoons, alligators, crocodiles, large cats, and 
wolves (Erie County 1983; King County 1994). Often, birds, fish, reptiles, amphibians or unusual species 
are not considered, unless they are poisonous (Erie County 1983; King County 1994). The framework 
described above could provide a more systematic process and rationale for deciding which species to 
permit in a given municipality or how animal ownership should be regulated. For example, a municipality 
might choose to permit only species judged to fall into categories A and B, or it might require licensing for 
species judged to fall into category C. 

Many national or sub-national governments control the importation of animals, often to prevent the 
introduction of disease. In Canada, the Canadian Food Inspection Agency enforces the Health of Animals 
Act (Department of Justice 1997) which monitors imported and exported live animals to protect livestock 
and poultry from serious diseases. The framework developed above suggests broader criteria that 
governments might consider as grounds for refusing to accept importation. For example, a country might 
refuse to accept certain species destined for the pet trade if these species have a history of injury or 
death through procurement or transportation. National and sub-national governments could also regulate 
companion animal species in other ways. For example, Diesch (1981) suggested that unacceptable 
ownership of exotic animals might be prevented by a regulatory system modelled after the one used for 
falconry in the United States. This system restricts the practice of falconry to qualified individuals by 
requiring an examination, inspection of facilities and equipment, and other requirements (Diesch 1981). A 
similar system could be created for species assigned to category C, with potential owners screened in 
some manner, perhaps with a requirement for membership of an appropriate organization such as a 
herpetological society. 

International treaties regulate trade in certain animal species. Most notably, countries that are members 
of CITES act by banning commercial international trade in an agreed list of endangered species and by 
regulating and monitoring trade in certain others (CITES Secretariat 1973). This process helps to curtail 
the use of some species as companion animals. In Canada, for example, permits are seldom approved 
for parrots of endangered species purchased as pets (Environment Canada 1997). Although CITES was 
designed specifically for threatened and endangered species, it provides a model that could be extended 
to regulate international trade in species that are deemed unsuitable as companion animals. 

Apart from policy and regulatory questions, pet retailers, animal adoption workers and potential animal 
owners are often confronted with the issue of whether particular animals, including those of common pet 
species, are suitable for particular circumstances. The matching of individual animals and owners raises 
many of the same questions that enter into policy issues over appropriate species. For example, animal 
adoption workers may need to assess whether a potential owner can provide adequately for an animal's 
needs, accommodate its mature size, care for it throughout its expected lifespan, and tolerate any 
negative aspects such as odour and noise. In such cases, the checklist of questions may also be useful 
as a decision-making tool to help ensure that animals are placed in appropriate circumstances, and as an 
educational tool to guide potential owners through a rational decision about whether a particular animal is 
suitable for them. 
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Animal welfare implications 

The welfare of animals can be jeopardized if unsuitable species are used as companion animals. The 
assessment framework we propose incorporates the wide range of factors that affect the suitability of 
species for companion animal use. The framework could be used by the humane movement and by 
different levels of government in developing policy and regulations regarding appropriate companion 
animal species. It may also be useful for pet retailers, animal adoption workers, and potential owners to 
make well-considered decisions about appropriate companion animals for particular circumstances. 

 

1 We are using 'companion animal' as interchangeable with 'pet animal', as defined by the European 
Convention for the Protection of Pet Animals (Council of Europe 1987) as: 'animals sharing man's 
companionship and in particular living in his household'. 

2 Diesch (1981) uses the term 'wild' to refer to native species that are not domesticated but occasionally 
kept as pets, and 'exotic' for foreign species, generally ones that are not domesticated, but occasionally 
kept as pets. For simplicity, we will use 'exotic' to encompass both groups of companion animals. 
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World Animal Protection and 
Zoocheck Inc. Presentation 

Positive List regulation of animals: A better way! 



What is a Positive List? 

A list of animal species or types that have been vetted t
ensure they satisfy a set of pre-determined criteria and 
therefore allowed to be kept by anyone within a jurisdicti
with all other animals by default being prohibited. 

o 
are 
on, 



Permitted/Positive list (PL) benefits 

• Based on pre-determined criteria 
• Comprehensive and robust criteria will reduce the number of animals on the list 

• Evidence based approach, relies on science 

• Easy to understand, the list only includes animals a person is allowed to keep 
• Simplifies training of enforcement officers 

• Cost effective 

• Puts control in hands of government 

• Preventative and pre-cautionary rather than reactive 



Criteria to consider 

• Animal welfare 
• An appropriate pet can be taken care of by anyone regardless of species-specific knowledge 

the welfare of the animal (Tilburgh, 2011). 

le to determine suitability of species for private 

tic disease transfer. 

tat and/or introduce novel diseases. 

and/or caretaking expertise without diminishing 

• Numerous accessible scientific tools are availab
keeping. 

• Human health and safety 
• Physical harm and the ability/likelihood of zoono

• Environment 
• Potential of a species to establish in native habi



Criteria to consider 

• Protecting wildlife populations elsewhere (i.e., conservation) 
• Derived from self-sustaining captive populations. 

• No detrimental impacts on wild populations of species. 

• Available expertise 
• Availability of specialized veterinarians. 
• Availability of rehoming/placement options for disposed animals. 

• Local authorities must have the ability to administer and review the Positive list. 

• Precautionary Principle 



 Example Reptile Positive List 
NORWAY 
 Green tree python  Crested gecko 
 Ball python  Common leopard gecko 
 Carpet python  Madagascar  day gecko 
 Garden tree boa  Ocellated spinytail 
 Boa constrictor  Central bearded dragon 
 Rainbow boa  Jewelled lizard 
 Common kingsnake  Hermann’s  tortoise 
 Corn snake  Red-footed tortoise 
 Milk snake  Chinese pond turtle 

 
 

  

    

   

Positive Lists 
Animals NOT listed are 
automatically prohibited 
within a jurisdiction 

As of March 2, 2022, 
11,690 reptile species 
have been identified 

Oshawa currently allows the possession of nearly 
11,000 reptile species 



+ Positive ist 

l ist only ainimals that hove been evaluated 
and that satisfy all 1req1llJlmred criteria 

Applies to all animal spedes 

Animal wellfare a !key consideraUon 

Pr,ecautiionary 

Consumer safety 91ua,ranteed 

Easy to enfo:rce, low level of expertise required 

Easy to understaind, no ,expe1rHse needed 

People who want to keep, selil o:r otherwise exploit 
a·nmmals have to do the worik. to prove •animals satisfy 
a,11 ,cniterio fo.r inclusion on mist 

Comprehens:ive criteriia used to d'ete,rmine suitabilirty 
of animals for !keeping as pets 

Consideirs capacity of shel· ers and rescues 
when 1reho:min9, is required 

Conside:rs capacity and k.nowl,edge •Of 
enforcement ag.encies. and government 

Tronspar,ent, accessible and fo,•r proces.s. 

P:roteds natiive wildlife end naturol ecosystems. 

Negative list 

Lists mostly anima ls rhat pose a sig nifica nt physica l 

safety lih reat to huma ns 

Applies to rela tively sm all number o f a nima l species, 

w ith a disp ro p o rtio na te emphasis on mammals 

Animal welfare not considered 

Re ac tiona ry 

Lacks consis ent consumer safely crite ria 

Difficul t to enforce, high level o f expertise required 

Difficult lo understa nd , some I eve.I o f expertise re q uired 

Gavernments, h uma ne soc ie ties and o the r o rganizations 
have to do the work to p rove a nimals should be on list 

Physical safely th reat a n ima ls p osed to humans is o ften 

~he only criterion 

Does not consider capacily o f she lte rs and rescues 

when rehoming is requ ired 

Does nol co nsider capa c ily and know le d ge o f 

enforcement agencies a nd governmen t 

Process un fair due to lack o f scien ti fic fo u ndatio n, 

a nd key issues not being considered 

Does not p ro tect na tive w ild life and natura l ecosystems 

Regulatory solution 

1. Positive  list 

2. Legacy/grandfathering 
provision 

3. Proof  of  animal  origin 
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Oshawa Staff 
Expertise

Staff and the professional branch of the City of Oshawa consider a prohibited list the most efficient 
and effective way to enforce animal ownership standards

PIJAC Presentation



Finding the 
Positive in 

the Negative

PIJAC Presentation



Powerful 
relationship 

between 
Everyday Pets 

and their 
families 

PIJAC Presentation
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Tax Dollars of Constituents



Rabbits

We support Option A to maintain the sale of rabbits in pet retail stores and encourage you to 
consider additional layer of responsibility for all sources that offer rabbits

• Rabbits sold in pet store must come with a spay neuter certificate
• Microchip for traceability

PIJAC Presentation
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CORP-22-17 
From: Grant Fauna <M.F.I.P.P.A. Sec 14(1)> 
Sent: Friday, March 4, 2022 9:11 AM 
To: Sam Harris <SHarris@oshawa.ca> 
Subject: CANHERP Submission for the 14-2010 Update 

Good Day Sam and the City of Oshawa, 

I hope this email finds everyone well and enjoying a level of almost normality as we all 
find our post COVID footsteps once again. 

Please accept this submission to share with the City of Oshawa council on or before the 
Monday March 7th meeting regarding the proposed amendment of Bylaw 14-2010, 
Responsible Pet Ownership. 

During COVID many families across Canada including in the municipality of Oshawa 
turned to the companionship of pets for comfort and support during the troubling times. 
This is very important to remember for all groups when considering amending pet 
ownership bylaws. The percentile of pet companions in Canadian homes post COVID 
has increased immensely. 

CANHERP has advocated for specialty pets for over 20 years, supporting education, 
policing with regulatory groups at all levels, created re-homing programs for those 
unfortunate pets seeking new forever homes, supported local conservation efforts, 
supporting retailers and the list of achievements goes on. Being a significant voice for 
the pet industry and specialty pet stakeholders has been our first focus. 

CANHERP along with PIJAC LIVE prepared a document that I would like to share with 
you on the world of Specialty Pets in Canada. It really defines the specialty pets from 
the world of Exotic Animals. Specialty pets are the family companion pets that do not fall 
in the line of dog or cat. 

Specialty pets are the aquatic fish, reptiles, small animals, inverts and birds. All in which 
are being misinterpreted as these wild animals being kept in homes. In fact this is 
completely opposite as the Canadian family pets are over 85% now captive produced 
from successful breeding families right here in Canada. Yes the Canadian pet family 
has become self sustaining in providing pets to the families from local breeders, this in 
turn has eliminated the need to bring from countries of origin the imported pets. Its a 
great achievement that many countries are envious of. 

CANHERP would like to share with you the list of prohibited species that has been 
shared across Canada as the foundation marker for all municipalities and provinces to 
consider. CANHERPS advisory panel of veterinarians, environmentalist, biologists, 
zoological curators, specialty pet breeders and pet retailers looked at all of the 
fundamentals regarding species of pets in today's pet companion world. 
Its presented in the attachments of this email 

mailto:SHarris@oshawa.ca
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Thank you again for sharing this document with the City of Oshawa Councillors and if 
the opportunity arises to present to the council our proposal please confirm with an 
email to us and we will have one of our advisors ready to do so. 

With thanks and acknowledging responsible pet ownership is everyone's responsibility 

--
GRANT CROSSMAN 

CANHERP EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 
PIJAC LIVE COMMITTEE CHAIR 
PIJAC CANADA DIRECTOR 

CELL / TEXT M.F.I.P.P.A. Sec 14(1) 



      

   
 

   
    

  

CANHERP r 
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Oshawa Proposed Amendments to Responsible Pet Owners By-law 14-2010 

Submitted on Behalf of: 
CanHerp 

Specialty Pet Families of Oshawa 
Pet Reptile Retail Specialists 

of Oshawa 
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To  Animal  Services,  Mayor,  and  council  of  the  City  of  Oshawa,  

CanHerp  is  an  association  of  reptile  and  amphibian  enthusiast’s,  working  together  to  preserve,  foster,  and  grow  the  reptile  
and  amphibian  hobby  in  Canada  by  supporting  Specialty  Pet  breeders,  hobbyists,  veterinarians,  retailers,  educators,  and  
most  importantly  Pet  families.  Our  stakeholders  agree  that  responsible  pet  ownership,  animal  welfare,  and  public  safety  
are  top  priorities  when  developing  municipal  by-laws.  

In  response  to  the  Oshawa  Animal  Care  Advisory  Committee  and  Proposed  Amendments  to  Responsible  Pet  Owners  By-
law  14-2010,  CanHerp  would  like  to  thank  you  for  allowing  us  the  opportunity  to  provide  feedback  regarding  the  subject  of  
Permitted  vs  Prohibitive  lists.  

Prohibitive  lists  are  easier  for  Animal  Services  employees  to  use,  as  they  are  easier  to  understand,  and  clearly  identify  
animals  that  are  not  generally  considered  acceptable  pets.  However,  CanHerp  does  not  believe  that  a  Permitted  List  is  a  
beneficial  means  of  managing  pets.  Permitted  lists  are  also  difficult  to  maintain  as  they  require  animal  services  to  be  
aware  of  each  animal  identified  on  the  list  as  an  acceptable  pet.  

Approximately  80%  of  all  reptile  and  amphibian  pets  in  Canada  are  captive-bred  and  born  in  Canada,  or  the  USA.  
Imported  pets  that  reside  in  Canada  are  from  countries  of  origin  that  have  been  regulated  by  Environment  Canada,  CFIA  
and  CITES  (Convention  of  International  Trade  of  Endangered  Species).  Furthermore,  enthusiasts  often  self-police  the  
rehoming  of  animals  to  ensure  they’re  sent  to  homes  who  are  properly  prepared  to  provide  and  care  for  their  pets.  Most  
reptile  and  amphibian  pets  are  also  captive-bred,  to  preserve  the  species  and  further  establish  captive-breeding  
programs.  This  helps  save  species  from  the  main  problem  animals  are  faced  with  globally,  including  deforestation,  loss  of  
habitat  and  the  encroachment  of  humans  of  the  species  native  habitats.  

Due  to  the  lack  of  allergy  potential,  reptiles  also  make  amazing  pets  and  life  companions.  Pet  owners  who  are  allergic  to  
dogs,  cats,  or  birds  don’t  enjoy  interacting  with  pets  the  same  way  as  other  pet  owners.  

Today,  pet  owners  have  access  to  tools  and  resources  that  enable  them  to  provide  their  pets  with  the  best  care  possible.  
Examples  include  thermostats  to  help  regulate  temperature,  along  with  various  heating  products  such  as  heat  pads,  heat  
panels,  and  lights,  depending  on  the  requirements  of  the  animal.  There  are  also  lights  available  that  provide  a  portion  of  
the  sun’s  natural  UV  rays  which  are  important  to  their  health  and  wellbeing.  One  of  the  fastest  growing  segments  of  the  
world  of  Canadian  Veterinarian  schooling  are  the  educational  programs  focused  on  specialty  pets.  These  educational  
programs  provide  pet  owners  the  veterinarian  care  and  support  to  the  specialty  pet  families  across  Canada.  

Furthermore,  groups  such  as  CanHerp  along  with  pet  retailers  are  important  resources  available  for  pet  owners  to  
research  the  needs  of  their  family  pets.  Scientific  research  and  knowledge  are  also  available  that  has  been  conducted  by  
highly  educated  and  experienced  professionals.  This  knowledge  has  been  passed  onto  pet  owners  world-wide  via  social  
networking,  enabling  responsible  pet  owners  to  provide  the  best  of  care  for  their  animals.  Recent  research  has  shown  that  
more  naturalistic  habitats  add  additional  psychological  stimuli  for  our  pets,  and  many  pet  owners  are  now  actively  starting  
to  engage  in  these  new  standards  of  husbandry.  

Please  take  this  package  as  CanHerp’s  submission  for  consideration  as  you  prepare  your  new  Oshawa  Pet  Bylaw  and  
remember  CanHerp  is  here  to  collaborate  with  you  in  this  development.  

We  look  forward  to  hearing  from  you  

CanHerp  

Advocating  for  the  Canadian  Pets  



  Specialty Pets 
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Includes  the  world  of  reptiles,  amphibians,  inverts,  small  mammals,  birds,  and  aquatics.  

Species  Allowable  and  Prohibited  List  

Presenting  the  cases  for  each  species  we  wanted  to  come  together  with  the  concerns  that  the  majority  of  
municipalities  have  considered  throughout  this  process  historically.  All  with  the  same  two  main  concerns  of  
public  safety  and  the  overall  wellbeing  of  the  specialty  pets  being  maintained  within  the  city  at  the  time  of  the  
bylaw  presentation.  

On  the  reptile  lists  you  will  see  considered  elements  related  to  each  species.  CanHerp  took  the  Five  
Freedoms  into  consideration  within  our  proposal.  

Public  Safety  Risk  - The  potential  risk  that  an  animal  may  inflict  harm  to  a  human.  

Husbandry  Requirements  - Within  today's  open  pet  market,  products  are  available  to  sustain  all  the  needs  of  
the  animals  proposed.  

Invasive  Species  - None  of  these  proposed  animals  would  be  able  to  sustain  long  term  life  within  the  climate  
of  Oshawa  to  establish  as  an  invasive  species.  

Available  Captive-bred  in  North  America  - The  species  is  available  from  captive  breeding  groups  already  
established  within  North  America.  

Zoonotic  Transmission  Risk  - the  risk  of  transmission  of  a  zoonotic  germ  being  spread  from  specialty  pet  to  
human.  

Vet  Care  Availability  - is  there  a  veterinarian  available  within  a  reasonable  area  that  would  provide  the  
necessary  care  and  support  of  the  species.  

Enrichment/Betterment  of  Life  - Today  pet  owners  have  access  to  tools,  such  as  digital  hygrometers  and  
thermostats,  and  resources  such  as  online  educational  material  and  research.  This  enables  them  to  provide  
their  pets  with  enrichment  and  betterment  of  life.  

CITES  Controlled  - Is  the  species  under  any  Appendix  of  the  CITES  List.  CITES  (the  Convention  on  
International  Trade  in  Endangered  Species  of  Wild  Fauna  and  Flora)  is  an  international  agreement  between  
governments.  Its  aim  is  to  ensure  that  international  trade  in  specimens  of  wild  animals  and  plants  does  not  
threaten  the  survival  of  the  species.  
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The  Five  Freedoms*  is  a  core  concept  in  animal  welfare:  

1. Freedom  from  hunger  and  thirst  by  ready  access  to  fresh  water  and  a  diet  to  maintain  full  health  and  vigor. 

- Given  the  achievements  in  research  on  dietary  and  nutritional  needs  of  all  species  of  pets  and  specialty 
pets,  there  is  a  wide  range  of  feed  available. 

2. Freedom  from  pain,  injury  or  disease  by  prevention  or  rapid  diagnosis  and  treatment. 

- Oshawa  has  one  of  the  largest  offerings  of  specialty  pet  veterinarian  practices  available  on  a  per  capita 
population  scale.  Within  a  15-minute  drive  from  strategic  points  of  Oshawa,  a  veterinarian  is  available 
to  support  the  treatment  of  an  emergency  case  and/or  a  regular  health  schedule  is  at  the  doorstep  of  a 
specialty  pet  family. 

3. Freedom  from  discomfort  by  providing  an  appropriate  environment,  including  shelter  and  a  comfortable 
resting  area. 

- All  the  habitats  available  to  the  pet  and  specialty  pets  families  focus  on  the  educational  format  of  space 
for  the  species  that  require  specific  environments.  For  those  that  require  specific  items  for  habitat  such 
as  lighting,  live  foliage,  climate  control,  environmental  seasonal  cycling  all  these  support  items  are 
readily  available. 

4. Freedom  to  express  normal  behavior  by  providing  sufficient  space,  proper  facilities,  and  companionship. 

- All  the  habitats  available  to  pets  and  specialty  pets’  families  will  provide  natural  habitats  that  best  mimic 
the  natural  habitat  of  that  species.  Specific  items  for  habitat  such  as  lighting,  live  foliage,  climate 
control,  environmental  seasonal  cycling  all  these  support  items  are  readily  available.  However,  some 
species  are  solitary,  and  prefer  to  be  on  their  own. 

5. Freedom  from  fear  and  distress  by  ensuring  conditions  and  treatment  which  avoid  mental  suffering. 

- With  the  evolution  of  information  on  each  species’  origin  surrounding  habitat,  dietary  needs,  lighting 
needs,  veterinarian  needs,  exercise  needs  the  overall  mental  stress  is  minimalized  even  being  from 
captive-bred  populations. 
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Canada  respectively  is  one  of  the  leading  countries  that  has  many  regulatory  steps  to  encourage  legal  import  
of  animals  as  well  as  working  as  a  safety  wall  in  respect  to  our  native  habitat  and  native  species.  Here  are  the  
three  federal  segments  that  regulate  the  animals  entering  Canada:  

Canada  is  one  the  leading  members  of  the  CITES  treaty.  

CITES  Trade  in  protected  species:  international  convention  
The  Convention  on  International  Trade  in  Endangered  Species  of  Wild  Fauna  and  Flora  (CITES)  is  a  
treaty  protecting  wild  plants  or  animals.  It  sets  controls  on  international  trade  so  that  the  species  are  not  
harmed.  CITES  protection  applies  to  endangered  animals  and  plants  in  any  form:  

● Alive  or  dead 

● Whole  or  in  parts 

● or  any  products  made  from  them 

A  permit  is  needed  to  import,  or  export  CITES  protected  species.  

CITES  has  3  levels  of  protection:  

● Level  1  (Appendix  I)  are  species  at  risk.  Commercial  trade  is  generally  not  allowed. 

● Level  2  (Appendix  II)  are  species  that  need  controls  to  protect  them.  Trade  is  possible  with  the  right 
permits. 

● Level  3  (Appendix  III)  are  species  at  risk  in  a  country  needing  help  monitoring  the  trade. 

When  travelling  between  countries,  you  will  need  a  CITES  permit  for  many  exotic  pets.  Some  examples  
are:  

● Most  parrots 

● Some  lizards,  turtles,  and  snakes 

● Hybrid  cats  (wild  cat  crossed  with  domestic  cat) 

Certificates  of  ownership,  also  known  as  pet  passports,  are  available  for  species  listed  under  the  Convention  
on  International  Trade  in  Endangered  Species  of  Wild  Fauna  and  Flora  (CITES).  

Check  before  you  travel.  

The  country  you  are  visiting  may  also  have  additional  requirements  or  restrictions.  
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CFIA  Import  Restriction  NOTICE  May  12,  2018  

Canada  prohibits  the  import  of  all  species  of  the  order  Caudata  (such  as  salamanders,  newts,  and  
mudpuppies)  unless  accompanied  by  a  permit.  The  goal  is  to  protect  wild  Canadian  salamander  species  from  
a  harmful  fungus.  

This  import  restriction  includes  living  or  dead  specimens,  as  well  as  any  of  their:  

● Eggs 

● Sperm 

● Tissue  culture 

● Embryos 

It  also  includes  any  other  parts  or  derivatives  of  species  of  the  order  Caudata.  

This  measure  is  implemented  under  the  following  act  and  regulation:  

● Wild  Animal  and  Plant  Protection  and  Regulation  of  International  and  Interprovincial  Trade  Act 
(WAPPRIITA) 

● Wild  Animal  and  Plant  Trade  Regulations  (WAPTR) 

The  current  restriction  came  into  effect  on  May  12,  2018.  It  replaced  a  temporary  one-year  import  restriction  on  
salamanders.  The  fungus  continues  to  pose  a  significant  conservation  threat  to  Canadian  salamanders.  

ENVIRONMENT  CANADA  

Environment  Canada  acts  as  the  enforcing  agents  of  the  above  regulatory  bodies  on  behalf  of  Canada.  

Reference  Links  or  Papers  

● CITES 
○ (Accessed  online:  https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/convention-

international-trade-endangered-species.html)  

● CITES  TREATY 
○ (Accessed  online:  https://cites.org/eng/disc/text.php) 

https://cites.org/eng/disc/text.php
https://www.canada.ca/en/environment-climate-change/services/convention
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CanHerp Prohibitive Spe cies List 
IVen.ion 1.0 
I 

Public Zoonotic 
Safety Husbandry Invasive Available Transmission Vet Care Enrichment/ 

Common Name Latin Name Risk Requirements Species Risk Captive-bred Risk Availability Betterment ofLife Five Fr-eedoms CITES 

Snakes 
- Boas or Pvthons exceediM 2.-.eters in Jen....... 
:_Other Snake species that exceed 3-meten in le~th 
~ Venomous or dewnomized 

~hons .e rt!J.onidae 
African Rock Python Python .sebae Yes Challenging None Yes Minimal Available NotAchie.vab'e Not Achievable Yes 
Southern Rock Python Python nata/ensi8 Yes Chalk!nging None Yes Minimal Available NotAchievable Not Achievable Yes 
Reticulated Python Python reticulatus Yes ChalK!nging Non<! Yes Minimal Availabte Not Achievab~ Not Achievabie Yes 

Asian Rock Pvthon - E~n~ Ju.tus Yes Cha~'!!!ging None Yes Minimal Available Not Achieva~ _ ~~,~~ ~ 
Burmese Pvthon Pvthon bivittatus Yes Chalk!nging None Yes Minimal Available NotAchievable. Not Achievable Yes 
Austraiian Olive Python Liasia olivacew Yes ChalK!nging Non<! Yes Minimal A vailable Not Achievabte Not Achievable Yes 
Scrub Pythons Sima/ia amethislina Yes Challenging None Yes Minimal AvailaNe NotAchievabk> Not Achievable Yes 
Australian Scrub Python Sima/ia kinghomf Yes Challenging None Yes Minim-al Available NotAchievabfe Not Achievable Yes 

------ - -- -
Boas Soidae 
Green Anaconda, Yellow Anaconda Eunectes sp. Yes Chali,e.nging None Yes Minimal Available NotAchievable l'4ot Achievable Yes 

Colubrids Colubridae 
Boomslang Dis/!!Jolidus sp. Yes Not Achievable None No Minimal S~ial;zed NotAchievabie. Not Achievable No 
African Vcne Snake Thelotornit: sp. Yes Not Achievable None No Minimal Snecialized NotAchievable Not Achievable No 

~ Racer Philodryas(Chlotosoma) vi Yes Not Achiev~e None No Mil'limal Specialized Not Achievable Not Achieva~ No 
Lichtenstein's Green Racer Philodryas offersii Yes Not Achievable. None No Minimal Speer.alized Nol Achievab~ Not Achievab4e No 
Blind Snakes. Thread Snakes Sco/ecoprndia Yes Not Achievabte None No Minimal Specialized NotAchievable Not Achj:evab'e No 

IE!Snake Tox~ a_s blandin9.i Yes Achievable None Yes Mil'limal SnAN-'"l ized NotAchievable Not Achievab&e No 
Snake Rhabdo~ Yes Not Achievable None No Minimal S~ized NotAchievable. Not Achievab4e No 

ng Snakes Tantilta sp. Yes Not AchieYabte None 'No Minimal Special;zed NOl Achievab~ Not Achieva~ No 

Stiletto Snakes. Burr0WVlg Asps Atractaspidinae Yes Not Ach;evabfe None No Minimal Specialized NotAchievable Not Achievabie No 

~ EJapidae 
Cobras. Coral Snakes. Death Adders. Mambas All Elapidae Yes Not Achievable Non<! No Minimar Specialized NotAchievable Not Achievabie No 

v;pe,s Y,peridae 
Bush Vme,s. Rattlesnakes, other Pit Virw:wc, Adders All ViDetid.ae Yes Not Achievable None No Minimal S.....,.._alized Not Achievable Not Achievable No 

Sea Snakes. M.vine File Snakes 
Sea Snakes Alt Hydrophiinae Yes Not Achievable None No Minimal Specialized Not Achievable Not Achte.vabie No 
Sea Ktai"ts All LaJicaudinae Yes Not Adlievable None No Minimal Specialized NotAchievabte Not Achievable No 

Lizards - All species that may reach 1-meters in length 
- No lizard species re.aching 1~meter- as an adult 
:.!!!' lizard speck s ~_£,mo_us_or...f!.evenomized 

Taylor's ~ail Gecko Hemiiheconyx taytorl No Specia!ized diet None No Minimal Availab&e NotAchie.vab'e Not Achievable No 
Flying lizard Draco sp. No Not Achievable None No Minimal Available NotAchievabte Not Achievable No 
Homed Lizard Pblynoooma sp. No Specialized diet None Yes Minimal Availabte NotAchievabk! Not Achievabie No 

!guao,a J_guana ~ uana No Achievable None Yes Minimal Available NotAchievable Not Achieva~ Yes 
Black and whim t~u. red M<Ou etc Tut'JwMlambissp. No Ashievable None Yes Minim.al Available NotAchievabha Not Achievable Yes 
European Wan Lizard P odarcis.muralis No Achkvabfe Yes Yes Minimal Available - Achievable Achtevable No 
Lo~ed Leopard Lizard Gambefia wwiizenii No Specialized diet None No Minimal Available NotAchievable Not Achi.eva~e No 
Zebra-tailed lizard Ca/Jisaurus draconoides No Not Achievable None No Minim-al Available NotAchievable Not Achievable No 

Chelonians 
-As per-law 1977 CAA regulaUOn prohibits import ofau chelonians - - - ---
Tortoise 
~ a.pages Tortoise. Chatam Tortoise. Abingdon Tor10ise Che/onoidi8 nigra complex No Not Acliievable None No Minimal Specialized Not Achievabte Not Achievable Yes 
AJdabra Tortoise A!dabrachelys gigantea No Not Achievable. None No Minimal Specialized Not Achievab,e_ Not Achievable Yes 
Sulcata Tortofse Centrochelys sulcata No Not Achievab4e None Yes Minimal Specialized NotAchie.vable Not Achievab'e Yes 

Tunles Chelu& fimbriata 
Sliders Trachemys sp. No Achievable Yes No Minimal Availabfe Not Achievabte Not Acflievable No 
Mata Mata Chelus 6mbriata No Challenging None No Minimal Available NotAchievabte. Not Achievable No 
AHioator 5 .................. Turtle 1,lacroche.lin temminckii Yes Challeonina None No Minimal Available Not Achievabie Not Achte'Yabie Yes 

Croeo<ilians 
Alligators. crocodiles. ca.mans Crocodilians Yes Challenging None No Minimal Specialized Not Achievabte Not Achievable Yes 

lnvenebrates 
Arachnida and Chilopoda Yes I Challenging None I Yes I Minimal Specialized Not Achievable. NotAchie.vab~ No 
(a} a.It venomous ·spiders-. including, but not l imited to. 
taranw la. black Wdow and solrfugKI. scorpion, except the 
following species of tarantula: Chi.lean Rose Hair 
(Grammostola rosea}. Mexican Tarantulas of the genus 
Brach•-..Jma ~ .\ and Pink-Toed fAvicularia so.\; and 

{b) all venomous arthropods. including. but not limited to. 
centipede. 

PublicSafetv The noientialriirk that an animal ma11 inflictharm to a h uman. 
Husbandry Reouirements 
~ species 

Within lodat2_~t mark!!.P,f_oducts ~ e availble to susta#'J aN the needs of the animals nnvv"L~ed 
None ofthese proposed animals. woufr.J be able lo .sustain tong term t;fe within the local.climate to est.ablfoh a.s an invasive species 

Available Captive~red in NA The species is available from captive breeding groups afready established within North Amen·ec,. I 
ZoonoticTransmission The ri.sk oftransmission of a zoono6c genn being epread from pet to humiffl. I I I 
Vet Care Av-ilabilitv ts there a veterjnaf'ion available. wlthin the rea:1orrable area that would oro,;ide the necetJ.8MV care and ti' .......ortofthe ~-ciea. 

§!lr!...c.h.mell.~-rmeot of Life, Todav -.1o wners have acce-s.s to tool& such at ~ al hr:9_rome,tero andthermostats and re~cessuch a.s online educaoonal material and research. Thjs enables them lo l!!._Oflid 
CITES Controfted I• "• •pee;,,• under""Y Appendh, of"• CfTES U.t CITES (the ConvenlK>fl on I

lntemaliO/lal Trade N'I Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora). Is an international 
agree.merit between governments. Its aim is to ensure that intemational trade in specimens 
ofwild animal.$ iJnd a/ants doet not threafM th~ sun,iva/ofthe so,:,,ci~ 
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I /s.tety !Available 
Common Name 
SNAKES 

Pythons 
Chil'dtena Pythons. Stimson·s Python 
1woma -yu~n. n~1ea....._"' r Yu 1uu 

l""=·••~o
~f>iuion 
Mackfons Python.Savu Python 

leupe,e 
mor 

G len s on 
Bredrs Python 
Rough Sea.lef'ytnon 

~ Python 
Ball Python ~Riif'ra lloa 
!Gentral American Boa 
New Guinea Boa 
l'IVeSlITTOlanl,j()a 

j l.atinName 

'311l2~eters 
er~ n 3-ffleters 

1f'}'IO<>nldae 
IAntuesla ssp 
Jl'QUIUlfe5$Sp 

itliiis ssp 

tsmacldoti ss.p 
Le,o $Sp 

"''~ii;""'"""""' 
Morelia bredfi 
MoroliacaMata 
·muer.ta -ass-p
1Jixeliavlilos ssp 
IPymon ancllieiae 
Pymon breitensteini 

on 
Python_,. 
PyltiO'l,eo.lUS 

~ 
tniera7d'TreeBoa. Aniazoiil'reiBQ.l
RainbowBOO ------- ~---------1~-~-~ Altts ssp 

6pletatesssp 
SandBoa 
1KO$Y tsoe 

-~-. 
,rurCo/tJbrids allowed 

am.>na~ 
Hcu:seSnales, Sa-.clSnakes 
Ml'!Xican lwrrowina 

UZARDS 

Eryo.iwe 
v-..assp .._..,.. 

••ssp 
0 ae 

Uzards reactMg an adult length ofnoo,eatefthan 1..fMte.r I 

LeopardGeckos. Cave Geckos. Cal Geckos 
Chameleon Geckos. Knob TaiC Gecto 

res,"-... "'""""'os,_._...,_,.,,_ a os,. vertet s 
~ os. fumfp""i"ail Geckos 
FrOQ~dGeckos, Least Geckos,.ClawedGeckos 
BlueTongue Skini.. AreSkink. Plated Utards 

ungaiec 
Laoe-na·&Wa1fCiiards. 

f afleesAgamas 

VetlecfC:hamele.o'ns. Paritf.erdiamek!on.s 
FailieaaM~ihLiwds 
South American Chuckwale. Tree Lilards 
l(;asq,.,._.,ll;!'aa 11:iaras. .,,.~• -
1\,,Ullt<MW uzar~ u:up aras 
~ 
~ nh American Chuckwal as 
once 
81.VW&sps 

I 

jEu~(s)'f)M)fflOUS-,, 
Gekkonidae) 

Ca acl)'l.lcfae 

IScincidae 

t 
tUolaetnidae 

~ 

Husbandly Species Transmission !Vet Care Enrichment/ 
Risk Requirements Ri.sll C.ptivH><od Ris,k Availability Bette.nnMt ot Life 

I -
NOne - o-o• Yes MJntmal I Ava11-e ~l'll"II.U.Jf!IUl1Sl'lell 

~~ - ~o• TES .M1rumal I A¥a11at11e ~y l"V,;u.tllr>Ui":SneCI-~ - 0-~ Yes Ava11a01.e ~ •Y~ ~lSneG ,..,,. 
-e . Yes M 1nim~a6fe ~..... ...... Achie\lable es M,ruma, 0 AV e ...... - . I es M IO ~v e cas ...... Achievable ES Mlruffl.. e ,sneo- . res- I ~v e COSOIY 

None 

,_ -· Yes Minimal' Available E.mly Accomplished 
NOne -e o-o• TES M1n1m.ll I AV<ffl<AJte =w~n~== 
NOne - ~o• Yes Mll'llfflal Awai,......., ~,...-~ ~.rsnea 
NOne Achievable Yes Minimal llviiiialil, -E~ 

I None - None Yes Minimal Available EaslyAcoomplMed...... -- e ES MIR A\lilllaDle y...... - e es A\lill. - . ES MJnmta11. Avail.31:11e rT...ly~ ,.,,.. 
None Adliev.Jble -· Yes Minimal I Available Easily Acoomplished 

NOne - TES ~ Ava112N,e ==None - None Yes Minimal I Available 
Adliev.Jble I ES ~ lf'H111aJ .....vai1a01e- ,_,e h : -- Ml,~•- =I=~v--e 

~vAocoili;;r,sl\J"l'IDiie I-Achievable- - lilone-
I-~~ A~I~ 

Non@- -~ - --flble Yes Minimal Available - EaslyAooompfisiie,f 
NOne 

,_ 
o~~ TES M1rumal AV.l!laDl.e ~.~..~~o= 

NOne Achievable o~~ TES M1n1ma1 Av--e tasfl)'~IIUIDl'"'-",I 

- . es MJnlmai A)tilllaDle ,sneo- e es MIR A\lallaDIE" 

"""' - . es M O AVil!laDle ~,~-. ,_ . .. MJn1mai AVailatil'@ 

None -e None Yes Minimal A'laiable Easily Acoomplished 
Achievable ES MlflllJ'lal .....vai1a01e 

-e . es =~~abt: y 
Adliev.Jble ES ~lslieo 

None - None Yes Minimal Available Easilykoomplished 
NOne ""1iev.Jble ~o• Yes m1, 11mal Ava11- ~IY l"\l,,Jl,NIIIUllSne<J 

NOne -e TES ~ &r;;- ~f~~ ffone - "7iii, Yes 
None - -· Yes Minimal Availabl!! Easl y Accomplished 

' - e es MlrllJTial ~,... - ,_e es h~~;;: ~~~Achievable- - nooe-~..-
Adliev.Jble ' es Mtn~alif@t'Tas,l;,Aoiiimpr,.,.. 

NOne - o-o• TES .M1nsma1 A'ldlldiUle ="~"~cu= 
NOne - o~o• Yes Minimal I Ava11a01.e 

~ENOne AcNev.,t,le ~o• Yes ~ '.':I AV e ~;- re. M1rumai Avaiiabl'e ...... - e es Min,.,- I AV-.-,,e cas ...,.. Adlievable ES ~wuma .....vai1a01e 

-e . es M l I ~v . y 

~•c'~••i-r"'i'.nd=•:lba::•:ds:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~t,:=a:""=•:-:;:=::-:•~"'~------+i=rl----..==,-,h=;;-t-~=--+-.i=~~---..==+ ~~ . 
Rod li:lards 
Collated Tree UzaJds 
evaU1.aros 

....ne - e es MNflaf Avai1aoie 
None Achie¥3ble -· Yes Mirumal I Available 
NOne 

,_ o-o• Yes mlo =o• Awa11........ 
NOne Achievable o-o• TES ~~~e
NOne - . Yes 
None -- -· Yes Minfmal. Available,...... - e ES A,,., 

cas,'fyA&cmpt,;i;.;r 
E"5ily Accomplished 

~.~..--
=oY~""'=-~ -
Easl y Accomplished 

,sneo 

'1lgl;1 

TllllnES & TORTOISES 
• Aa oer law 19nCAA,_,.'""'-. orohllitt: i..........t of • c_flelcriana: 

Indian StarTonoi&e 
Ekngated Tonoise 

a,.....,_, onotSe 
Leoparcl'roi,ol,o 
Riisslan .. 
Gr~ Tottolee,Harmenns Tortoise 

1~1: ~ 

Omate.BOk TurUe.,,.,.. 
1mac1e ureast a 
Go13eni$inTunle 
Pink:belySideneck Twtle 
Ralorbae:kMuskTonk!. 
IHOOWS 1 111 111:: 

!AMPHIBIANS 

IGooch..,,,. e!egans 
i lnd~oelongara.., 
S~gmoclieliipariliiJs 
,¼oooomysliinli<,.,,, 
Tes.ftldOS§? 

ITerrapene Ciln.fl'Mi ssp 
~ gr~. 
Tenapooe omat.a ssp 

mys I 

J· ass:p
ci&a trifasaata 

I Ein)dwasubgobos-.r 
I SlemothelU!H:&tinatus ,... 
I 

...... 
I 

NOne 

None ...... 
NOne 
None" 
....ne 
NOne 

NOne. 
...... 
NOne ....,,. 
Nooe-~ -~ 

- e ES- . ES 

- 0-~ Yes 
Adiev.Jble . TES- None· Yes- . ES 

-e ES 
I-~ - - fliine ~ ,,..- e es 

Achievable o-o• TES 

o-o• TES 

Yes 
e es- . es 

Ad!ieval>le ' es 
Ac.hievable e ES-- None Yes-- ~~ TES- 0-~ Yes 

Mlfllma& A\lallaDle 
M inifflat AVO, . ~pr-..... 

..M1nuna1 Ava11a01.e ,,... 
Mt"""al--r/lvailalile Easly-Accompr,,neo 
Mmimal Available Easly Acoomplished 
M IO I ~v . casa 

~~-H~ir. ~~~ 
Mll'llfflall . l\'Eoomp1~ 
M1n1ma1 I Av-~e =w~n~=-

.riQ~:re~~~Fiea 
~tn A\laJlaDle Y 
MlOIJTial 

MOO 

M;t11m.Jl 
Minimal 
M inimal 

A~HaDle 

I x:;:: 
Available 

I 

~ 
Easily AcoompflShed 

Five Frttdoms CllES 

~--e Yes ~-- Yes 

~--· es 
es 

e ES 

e ES 

e es 
e Vis"-· Yes 

~--e Yes~- TES. y;;:'- Yes....,.. es 
e ES 

.i$eii,6le es 
Achievable Yes 

~ . 1-,r.;:-
Ac:Ne'llable Yes 

e es 
--e es ~ - ::!'~ 

- Adi.aiable Yes~-· TES 

~--· Yes 

e ES. ES 

e ES 

e es 

Achieirable Yes 
e NO 

e .... 
e .... 

A.cbie.\lable No~-· NO. NO 

NO 

Adwevable No. .... 
e .... - . ""' 
e .... ~-- NO 

===• NO 

~ fT. ..... ""' --· ~ -~ 
Achlaiable, No ~--· TES. NO 

;;r.,--· No. ""'. ..... ""' 

Acnevable YES 
evacie es 

....,.. 

IAII Arnptuans allowed I I None I --1None I Yes I Minimal A'41ailable I Easily Accomplished I Achiellable I No 

INVEJITS 
Chman Rose Hair Tarantuta 
Me.can Red Kne Tarantulil 
Pinl: Toe Tarantula 

I I I I I I I I I 

iGram"'°""'arosea \None I - None Yes A="""• Easilv -· No 
smi:thi Nooe ~~ 

Nooe Acnevable 
None Yes 
None YES 

Easil• ...........e Yes-· No•· rc iii{;.~~~04·-=----+---+----+------'----+------+-----+--1 ... ditheneeds ol lhe anmab n,nnn-.-i: 

term le wihn the bca1clinale to estabi:sh as aniwasM? species 

~ is
Theriskol~ 
b lbere .a ~ the 
Today pet owners MYe access IO tools, &/Ch as 

witli1 Notth Amerea..,,..,,.,.. 
b lhe ,peaesunderany"-""'ollhecrTES (tl>e Conv_,on mtema!ional 
Trade ii Endangered Species d Wi:iFauna and Rora). Js an~ar;eemenf. between 
~-Its ain i:s to ensure !hat illemaoonal traci,e;,~ofwldatWniiJis andplants 
~ not thtHten the survivalolthe ---.:..~ 

I I I 

I 

a/the 
suchas oni,e- educaoonal nstenaJandrNHfM. This en~ them to prowJe rn, 

I 
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Specialty Pets 
Animal welfare is everyones business! TM 
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Baclcgrouncl 
Pet ownership in Canada has 
steadily grown over the last 20 
years, and for over three 
decades the Pet Industry Joint 
Advisory Council of Canada 
(PIJAC Canada) has been 
working with business and 
government agencies, at all 

levels, to advance the well
being of pets in Canada. 

CORP-22-53 - Attachment 4 
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Educating members of the pet industry is a 
top priority for PIJAC Canada. Numerous 
pet retailers recognize that the success and 
even survival of their businesses rests on 
their ability to offer customers high quality 
service and expertise in such areas as 
animal husbandry, speciality pet ownership, 
and customer satisfaction. PIJAC Canada 
supports the pet industry's efforts, in this 
regard, by providing pet resource materials 
and information on a range of different 
species which they, in turn, can pass on to 
their clientele. 
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Pet Ownership Trends 

Canadian Pet Ownership 
Pet Ownership Rates: Dogs, Cats, and other Pets by Region or Province- Quebec, Ontario, and Western Canada, 
2020(percentofpetowners} 

Dog (s) 

72% 

Cat(s) 

Pet(s) Other than Dogs or Cats 

10 

■ Canada 

20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 
Source: Packaged Facts May 2020 Survey ofPet Owners ni 

■ Quebec ■ Ontario ■ Western Canada 

Pet ownership in Canada is 
becoming increasingly popular. 
Pre-pandemic.figures place pets 
in 6~ percent of Canadian 
homes, which amounts to nearly 
28 rnillion .pets sharing their 
lives,with humans. Now,when 
most people thinkofpets they 
generally think of cats or dogs, 

but ~any Cari.adians a~o own 
what is cla~sifi~',i as ~peci~lity 
pets. 

As a matter of fact, of the 28 million pets currently 
living in Canadians' homes, 45 percent are actually 
speciality pets which includes species of birds, 
reptiles, amphibians, fish and small mammals 
(guinea pigs, rabbits, hamsters etc.). (2) 

04 . 



Canada's pet industry adds 
over $9 billion 

to the nation's economy 
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Whether it's a cat or dog, or a speciality 

pet, there are many reasons a person 
selects a specific, or different type of pet, 
be it for companionship, interest or general 

appreciation of the species. 

Speciality pet lovers are a devoted and 
growing group in the area of pet ownership. 

This is reflected by the fact that pet 
retailers across North America are seeing a 
notable increase in demand for these types 
of pets. The latest data, com ing from the 
USA, notes a seven percent increase in 
families adding a reptile to their home. 

While such data has not been tracked in 
anada, pet retailers here say they are 

seeing an increased demand for such pets 
as well. 

Western Canadian pet lovers lead the 

way in owning the highest number of 

specialty pets in Canada today. 

Eighteen percent of the households in 

~rrtiGee~i)ftq'l(ft~EthcOt~r than a 
dog or a cat. which translates in over 1.6 

million households in the country owning 

a speciality pet. 

OS 



When you think of some of these specialty 
pets you might be visualizing "exotic 
species", but there is a big difference 
between the two. 

Exotic animals often are not all that exotic 
at all. They are just any animal that would 
require a different type of care than 
required for customary household animals. 

06 



Exotic Animal Policy 
Since 1992, PIJAC has made avai lable to 
various government agencies its own 
Exotic Animal Policy that includes a 
Prohibited Species list wh ich identifies 
animals that we view as not suitable to 
be sold as pets. 

- - Type ·o(Anima_l* Prohi~ite~f ~xamples·* I Exceptic;ms . 
Artiodactylous ungulates 
(hooved) Deer, Giraffe, Elk, Gazelle, etc. Domestic Goats, Sheep, Cattle 

anidae (canine) Wolf, Coyote, Dingo, etc. Domestic Dog 
Crocodilians Alligator, Crocodile, Cayman, etc. one 

Edentates Anteater, Sloth, Armadillo one 
Elephantidae (elephants) African and Indian Elephant one 
Erinacidae Spiny Hedgehog, Moonrat, etc. African Pigmy Hedgehog 

Lions, T igers, Cheetahs, Pumas, 
Felidae (felines) etc. Domestic Cat 
Hyaenidae (hyenas) Hyenas one 
Marsu ials Koala, Kangaroo, Opossum, etc. None 
Mustelidae musk lands) Skunk, Weasel. Badger, etc. Domestic Ferret 
Non-human primates Gorilla, Monkey, Chimpanzee, etc. None 
Pinni eds sea mammals Seal, Sea Lion, Walrus, etc. one 

ensso ac ous ungu a e 
(hooved) Zebra, Rhinoceros, Tapir Domestic horse and ass 
Procyonidae Raccoon, Coati, Cacomistle one 
Ptero odidae bats Bats (all species) one 

aptors 1r so prey Eagle, Hawk, Owl, etc. one 
Ratites (fUghtless birds) Ostrich, Emu, Rhea, etc. one 
Ursidae (bears) Polar, Black, Grizzly, etc. one 
Venomous Reptiles Rattle Snake, Coral Snake, etc. one 

Viverridae Mongoose, Civit, Genets one 
============ 

* Examples ofanimals ofa particular prohibited group are given, but they are examples only and should 
not be construed as limiting the generality ofthe group. 

Through resources such as our Exotic Animal Policy and a wide network of animal experts, 
PUA C anada has been a trusted source for members of the pet industry, with a reputation 
for collaboration and commitment to animal welfare. We stand by our motto that 'Animal 
welfare is everyone's business'TM which guides our organization and its over 1,500 members. 
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Specialty pets born under human care is 
part of how they are ethically sourced. It 
involves the rearing of animals born and 
raised in a controlled environment 
designed to support and monitor the 
health of the animals, as well as ensure 
preservation of the species. 

Through this approach, pet retailers are able to 
provide their customers with pets that are healthier, 
easier to handle and much friendlier towards their 
prospective owners. This helps maximize the 
chances of a successful pet-owner relationship and 
benefits everybody: the animal, the pet owner and 
the retailer. 

Today, there's an increasing variety of human raised 
(captive bred) animals available to Canadian pet 
owners. The birds and small mammals available to 
pet retailers almost exclusively come from captive 
breeding facilities and the number is increasing 
every year. The benefits of captive breeding for the 
purposes of pet ownership in the area of specialty 
pets are legion. 

Human raised animals make better pets. Because 
they are hand-raised they are better suited to life as 
a pet. As human raised animals are subject to a 
variety of veterinary protocols, they are free of 
certain diseases and parasites commonly found in 
their wild counterparts. Over the last two decades, 
the focus has shifted towards well-known, multi
generational captive-bred species as they are 
healthier, well socialized and more relaxed. 
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Percentage of Human Raised 
Speciality Pets Sold in Pet Stores 

■ Small Animals 100% 

■ Pet Birds 95% 

Reptiles and Amphibians 75% 

■ Freshwater Fish 95% 

■ Marine (Saltwater) Fish 20% 

International conventions such as the 
Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora 
CITES, and closer to home, federal regulations 
such as WAPPRIITA, the Wild Animal and Plant 
Protection and Regulation of International and 
lnterprovincial Trade Act. recognize the 
importance of well-established structured 
captive breeding programs. 
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Why 'Allowable' Pets 
Lists Can't Work 

CORP-22-53 - Attachment 4 
CANHERP Correspondence 

There's a movement afoot to change 
pet classification models from PUA 

anada's recommended prohibited 
species list to permitted species lists. 
Here's why this change in approach 

can't work. 

The call for the use of permitted 
species' lists aimed at limiting exotic 

species. as opposed to animals that 

can be kept as speciality pets. is a 
disproportionate approach. Given that 

there are no identified issues of 
concern regarding the species our 
industry currently imports, PIJA 

anada maintains that species should 
only be restricted where it can be 

properly demonstrated. based on a 
scientific risk assessment. that they 
constitute some form of risk. 

We also believe that 
educating people to 
select the right pet for 
their lifestyle and care 
for it properly is the key 
to happy and healthy 
pets and owners, not 
limiting species 
through 'permitted 
species' lists. 

10 
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4 
FACTORS 

Make 
Allowable Lists 

Unworkable 

1. How will the list of criteria be 
determined and respected? 

When developing a permitted species list 
criteria would have to be determined that 
would allow, rather than disallow which type 
of animals would be included in the list This 
would require a very long and complex set of 
criteria based on numerous facts or 
assumptions. Whereas the prohibited criteria 
developed as part of PIJAC Canada's 
Exotic Animal Policy provides a very simple 
and succinct criteria. 

For example. with reptiles. PUA· s Exotic Animal 
Policy sets out regulations related to how animals 
should be prohibited related to their size using its 
three-metre/two-metre 
rule. which is defined as follows: "An adult snake's ':4ny animal that length cannot exceed three metres and an adult 
lizard's length cannot exceed two metres (snout to 
the tip of the tail)."would require a 

standard ofcare and 
control greater 

than required for a 
customary household." 

11 



English 
ommon ame 

Green anaconda 

Yellow 
anaconda 

Reticulated 
python 

African rock 
python 

urmese 
python 

Indian python 

Amethyst 
python 

Species 

Eunectes 
murinus 

Eunectes 
notaeus 

Python 
reticulatus 

Python sebae 

Python 
molurus 

bivittatus 

Python 
molurus molurus 

Morelia 
amethystina 

*Length 

6lm8m 

5JO'l6m 

66ni.3m 

63tn~m 

~em 

53tn !;m 

~Bm 
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Easy To Apply Rules 
This rule because is easy to apply and enforce 

through the simple use of a measuring tape. This is 
another reason that a prohibited species list is more 

feasible than a permitted one. because the more 
species that are added to a permitted species list. 
the more training of enforcement officers will be 
required to properly identify them. Relying on 

identification. only, can be problematic because. 
with age, an animal's colour patterns may change. 
There are also agrowing number of colours 
available to herpetoculturists (captive reptile 
breeders) such as hypomenalistic species such as 
albinos, and granite and calico patterns. 

Prohibited Species 

As a complement to this approach, 

PIJA anada has identified six 

different species and, one sub-species 
of snakes that should be prohibited as 

pets. All of them exceed three meters 
and are recognized for their 

unsuitability and risk to human health 
and the environment. 

They are all members of the Family 
oidae (constrictors, e.g. boa, 

anaconda) and we recommend their 
inclusion on a prohibited species list, 

with a statement such as: 'These six 
species and this one sub-species, 

members of the oidae Family are 
prohibited'. 

Length suggested in iterature. Snakes grow during their 
entire ife and the tota ength they may reach is great y 
influenced by the captive conditions in which they are kept. 
As for the two-meter ru e in izards, it e iminates a the 
unsuitab e specimens, as we as those that are of rea 
threat topet owners. 12 
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4 
FACTORS 

Make 
Allowable Lists 

Unworkable 

2. Difficulty in Application and 
Management 

Provided that an agreement could be reached 
on the list of criteria that must be met, it is 
likely that the number of proposed speciality 
pet species, that do not meet the List's criteria, 
would be far smaller than those that do. The 
result would be a list tens of thousands of 
animals that are permitted. 

Such a list would prove to be a nightmare for those 

charged with administering and enforcing it. Those 

individuals would need to be extremely well versed in 

each species on the list. requiring in-depth training 

and education which adds to departmental budgets. 

Another key factor to consider is that. white a large 

part of the list would be comprised of established

pecies. the list would require constant modification. 

ue to changes in consumer demand, market trends, 

nd availability of new species and other factors . 

Prohibited Species lists are much 
s

shorter and easier to maintain and d

administer. References to the list can be a

accessed more quickly and controlled. 
The size of the Ust. itself, makes it much u

easier for cross-referencing by common 
and scientific names. By way of b

example, the Dutch courts annulled s

h
that country's permitted species Ust on o

the grounds of a lack of expertise in p

advising such a list! b

b

Keeping the list current would prove to be totally

nfeasible. For example. Newfoundland has a list 

which permits only a small number of finch species to 

e sold as pets when, in reality, that number of finch 

pecies avai lable to the pet trade is exponentially 

igher. Such list modifications would be lengthy and 

ften out-dated by the time they would be put in 

lace. This situation would create frustration among 

ird hobbyists and risks driving them to black market 

reeding operations. 

12 
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4 
FACTORS 

Make 
Allowable Lists 

Unworkable 

3. Restrictions on Trade 

Opting for a permitted species list will make it 
difficult to introduce new permitted species to 
the local pet trade. One has only to mention 
the domestic ferret (not found in the 
Newfoundland list), the African pigmy 
hedgehog and the degu rodent as examples. 

All three species. while they meet the list of criteria 

for speciality pets (human raised, easily kept in 

captivity) they are comparatively new to Canada's pet 

stores but have been widely available elsewhere in 

the pet trade for years. 

The omission of any permitted species on the list 

would put unfair and unjust trade restrictions on pet 

wholesalers and retailers. It would also be a direct 

contradiction to the acceptance of the "what is 

already being traded" criteria . Such situations do not 

occur with the use of a 'prohibited species' list 

14 
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4 
FACTORS 

Make 
Allowable Lists 

Unworkable 

4. Will not stop people from 
keeping banned pets 
Furthermore, evidence demonstrates that such 
a move would do little to stop people from 
keeping banned pets but. rather, drive 
ownership underground. This also does 
nothing to protect animal welfare, because sick 
animals may be denied veterinary attention if 
they are kept illegally. We saw this when many 
reptiles were discovered in Swedish homes 
after the country joined the EU and its ban on 
reptile ownership was lifted. 

Another example is when Norway lifted its extensive 

40-year ban on the ownership of most species of 

reptiles. The Norwegian Government had to 

acknowledge there was more than 100,000 reptiles 

in private ownership, indicating a flourishing and 

long-term black-market trade. 

15 
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How is Canada's pet 
trade regulated? 

l 

Perhaps one of the most 
frustrating thing about a 
forced shift towards the 
permitted list approach is 
that it is wholly unnecessary. 
There are many laws already 
in place in anada 
and internationally that 
protect both animals and 
people as it relates to 
"speciality pets" and "exotic 
animals". 

Animals in anada are protected under two official 

layers of legislation, federally and provincially. 

These, like all of our laws. evolve over time, but their 

primary focus is on protecting animals from cruelty 
by mandating that they receive the necessities of l ife 

for them to be healthy and comfortable. 

Global animal protection is also alive and well. Animals 
that may be brought into the country are protected 

by the onvention on International Trade in Endangered 
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora ( ITES). an 
international agreement between governments aimed 
at ensuring that international trade in specimens of 

animals and plants does not threaten the survival of the 
species. 

16 
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CITES Regulations 
Appendix 1 - Animals that are 
not allowed to be imported into Canada 
Appendix 2 - Animals that are 
allowed to be imported or exported, with 
a permit* 

ote: This Convention is there to regulate, not to 

prohibit trade 

*The Canadian Wild life Services (under Environment 

and Climate Change Canada) issues the import permit, 

and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) 

verifies the health of the animal at the point of entry 

into Canada. 
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Regulations For 
INTERPROVINCIAL 

TRANSPORT OF ANIMALS 
'Listed' and regulated 
animals are overseen by 
WAPPARIITA, the Wild Animal 
and Plant Protection and 
Regulation of International and 
lnterprovincial Trade Act. It 
includes: 

• Species on the Convention on 
International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild 

Fauna and Flora (CITES) control 
list. 

• Foreign species whose capture. 
possession, and export are 

prohibited or regulated by laws 
in their country of origin. 

• Canadian species whose capture, 
possession, and transportation 
are regulated by provincial or 

territorial laws. 

• Species whose introduction into 
Canadian ecosystems could 

endanger Canadian species 

The Act forbids the import, 

export and interprovincial 
transportation of these species, 
unless the specimens are 

accompanied by the appropriate 
documents (licencses, permits). 



Animal Rights 

Whereas Animal Rights is a 

philosoph ical perspective that 
proposes animals should have the 
same rights as humans. Meaning 

that animals should not be viewed 
as property and used for human 
purposes and-in the extreme 
sense-should not be kept as pets. 
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Why Canadians 
LOVE PETS! 

While Canada's pet 

industry adds billions 

to the national 

economy, what pets 

offer Canadians is 

worth so much more. 

You'd be hard pressed 

to find someone whose 

Life has not been 

positively touched by 

an animal be it a dog 

or cat, or a gecko or 

guinea pig. 
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Why Collaboration Beats 
OVER REGULATION 

For millennium, humans have 
shared their lives with a wide 
variety of species, from dogs and 
cats to goldfish and geckos. That's 
why indiscriminate and broad 
ranging bans on speciaUty pets via 
the use of a permitted species list 
would have a significant negative 
and unfair impact on Canada's 
responsible pet owners. 

Live animals in the pet trade 

have moved between countries 
successfully for decades under a 

heavily regulated and continuously 
evaluated system that protects both 

human and animal health. Research 
illustrates that pet companionship 

improves human health and mental 
well being and brings a direct 

connection with nature right into our 
homes for us and our children in an 

increasingly urbanised world. 

Such contact helps people 
develop greater compassion for 

animals. and a better understanding 
of the natural world. while making 

significant contributions to our 
national economy. Whether 

it be a mainstream pet like a dog or 
cat. or a speciaLized species such as 
tropical fish. snakes and spiders; pet 
keepers and the pet care community 

that brings them together readily 
acknowledge the need to source and 

care for these companions 
responsibly and legally. 

PUAC Canada has always beUeved in collaboration over 
confrontation and that there is value in debate. The well 
being ofthe animals that we care for is what drives our 
organization. If, however, you want to look at it strictly 
from a dollar and cent perspective, without a supply of 
health animals, for any type of legitimate pet-related 
business, there is no pet industry. This means that doing 
what's best and always working to raise the bar on the 
welfare of animals is in best interest of the pet sector. 
Over the last three decades PUAC CANADA has worked 
with countless federal and provincial agencies to assist 
them in their work. Beyond that, we have also worked 
with humane societies, animal rescue agencies, SPCA's, 
pounds and all types of businesses, throughout Canada,
to assist where we can. This has to be a collaborative
discussion based on traceable, independent, scientific 

21 
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Schedule “A” Prohibited Animals List from the Responsible Pet Owners By-law 14-2010 compared 
with Newmarket’s Schedule ‘A’ Permitted Animals List from The Animal Control 
By-law 2020-30 

 

Schedule “A” Prohibited Animals List from Oshawa’s 
Responsible Pet Owners By-law 14-2010 

Birds 
Struthioniformes or Ratites 

Struthionidae Ostriches 

Rheidae Rheas 

Casuariidae Cassowaries 

Apterygidae Kiwis 

Dromaiidae Emus 

Anseriformes Ducks, Geese, Swans 

Galliformes Chickens, Pheasants, 
Guineafowl, Turkeys 

Phoenicopteriformes Flamingos 

Spenisciformes Penguins 

Raptors: Diurnal and Nocturnal 

Falconiformes Hawks, Falcons, Eagles 

Strigiformes Owls 

 

Newmarket’s Schedule ‘A’ Permitted 
Animals List from The Animal 
Control By-law 2020-30 

Birds 
Only birds that are in compliance with 
all provincial and federal regulations 

 

 Mammals 

Marsupialia: Marsupials or Pouched Mammals 

Macropodidae Kangaroos, Wallabies 

Didelphidae American Opossums 

Dasyuridae Tasmanian Devil, Pouched 
Mouse 

Notoryctidae Marsupial Mole 

Peramelidae Australian Bandicoot 

Caenolestidae Pouched Rat, Shrew- 
Opossums 

Phalangeridae Cuscus (a marsupial 
monkey) 

Phascolarctidae Koala 
 
 

Mammals 

Carnivora 

Domestic Dogs 

Domestic Ferrets 

Eulipotyphla 

Hedgehogs 

Lagomorpha 

Domestic Rabbits 

Rodentia 

Chinchillas 

 

 



 

  

Newmarket’s Schedule ‘A’ Permitted 
Animals List from The Animal Con- 
trol By-law 2020-30 

Mammals 

Degus 

Domestic Mice 

Domestic Rats 

Guinea Pigs 

Gerbils 

Hamsters 
 

Schedule “A” Prohibited Animals List from Oshawa’s 
Responsible Pet Owners By-law 14-2010 

Mammals 

Marsupialia: Marsupials or Pouched Mammals 

Vombatidae Wombats 
Petauridae Leadbeater’s Possum, 

Triok, Gliders, except 
Sugar Gliders 

Carnivora: Carnivorous land Mammals 
Canidae Wolf, Coyote, Fox, Wolf- 

Dog hybrids, except 
domestic dogs 

Ursidae Bear, Pandas 

Procyonidae Raccoon, Kinkajou, 
Coatimundi 

Mustelidae Weasels, Stoat, Wolverine, 
Marten, Mink, Badger, 
Otter, except domestic 
Ferrets 

Mephitidae Skunk 

Herpestidae Mongoose 

Viverridae Civet, Genet 

Hyaenidae Hyena 

Felidae Ocelot, Lion, Tiger, 
Leopard, Lynx, Mountain 
Lion, Bobcat, Wild-Cat 
hybrids, except domestic 
Cats 

Pinnipedia Seals, Sea Lions, Walruses 

Chiroptera Bats 

Perissodactyla: Odd-toed hoofed Mammals 

Equidae Horse, Ass, Zebra, Mule 

Tapiridae Tapir 

Rhinocerotidae Rhinocerous 

 



 

  

Newmarket’s Schedule ‘A’ Permitted 
Animals List from The Animal Con- 
trol By-law 2020-30 

Mammals 

Degus 

Domestic Mice 

Domestic Rats 

Gerbils 

Guinea Pigs 

Hamsters 
 

Schedule “A” Prohibited Animals List from Oshawa’s 
Responsible Pet Owners By-law 14-2010 

Mammals 

Artiodactyla: Even-toed hoofed Mammals 

Suidae All Pigs, Warthog 
Tayassuidae Peccaries 

Hippopotamidae Hippopotamus 

Camelidae Camel, Llama, Alpacas 

Tragulidae Mouse Deer 

Cervidae Deer, Reindeer, Caribou, 
Moose, Elk 

Giraffidae Giraffe, Okapi 

Antilocapridae Prong-Horned Antelope 

Bovidae Sheep, Goat, Bison, Water 
Buffalo, Musk, Ox, Cow, 
Heifer, Steer, Bull, 
Antelope 

Scandentia 

Tupaiidae Tree shrews 

Xenarthra Anteaters, Sloths, 
Armadillos 

Erinaceomorpha 

Erinaceidae Hedgehogs except African 
Pygmy Hedgehogs 

Proboscidea 

Elephantidae Elephants 

Hyracoidea 

Procaviidae Hyraxes 

Rodentia Prairie dogs, except 
domestic rodents which do 
not exceed 1500 grams 

Lagomorpha Hares, Pikas, except 
domestic rabbits 

 



 

Note: In order to assess whether an animal is 
permitted in Newmarket (e.g. a fish or bird) a review of 
Provincial and Federal Legislation may be required. For 
example, Ontario’s Fish and Wildlife Conservation Act, 
1997 the Canada Wildlife Act, 1985 and Canada’s 
Species at Risk Act, 2002 all regulate the ownership of 
different species. 

Schedule “A” Prohibited Animals List from Oshawa’s 
Responsible Pet Owners By-law 14-2010 

Mammals 

Primates 

Prosimii Lemurs, Lorises, Bush 
Babies 

Anthropoidea Monkeys, Apes 

Reptiles 

Squamata: Lizards and 
Snakes 

All lizards that reach an 
adult length of two (2) 

metres or more 
 

All snakes that reach an 
adult length of three (3) 

metres or more 

All venomous lizards and 
snakes 

Crocodylia Crocodiles, are aAlligators, 
Caimans, Gavials 

 
 

Arachnids: Scorpions, Spiders except Tarantulas 

Insects: All venomous insects, except bees as 
defined in the Bees Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. B.6 

 

Newmarket’s Schedule ‘A’ Permitted 
Animals List from The Animal 
Control By-law 2020-30 

Reptiles 

Squamata 
Bearded Dragons 

Geckos 
Iguanas 
Lizards 

All reptiles must be of the non- 
poisonous and non-venomous type 

that do not exceed 30 centimetres or 
12 inches in length at maturity are 

permitted 

Agricultural Livestock 
Only animals that are raised in an 

agricultural setting to produce farming 
labour or agricultural commodities are 

permitted 

Amphibians 

Only Amphibians of the non-poisonous 
type are permitted 

Arachnids 
Only arachnids of the non-venomous 
type and not from the theraphosidae 

(tarantulas) family of spiders are 
permitted 

Fish 

All ornamental fish except for wild- 
caught and in compliance with all 
provincial and federal regulations 

Snakes 
Only snakes of the non-venomous and 

non-constrictive type that do not 
exceed 45 centimeters or 18 inches at 

maturity are permitted 
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CORP-22-53 
Attachment 6 

Newmarket's Permitted Animals List Animal 
Control By-law 2020-30 

Schedule 'A' 
Permitted Animals List 

1. Animals identified under this Schedule are hereby permitted within the Town. All other 

animals are restricted unless grandfathered and in accordance with Sections 4(8), 4(9), 

and 4(10) of this By-law. Permitted animals are subject to the restrictions set out below: 

AGRICULTURAL LIVESTOCK 
Only animals that are raised in an agricultural setting to produce

farming labour or agricultural commodities are permitted 
AMPHIBIANS 

Only amphibians of the non-poisonous type are permitted 
ARCHNIDS 

Only arachnids of the non-venomous type and not from the theraphosidae (tarantulas) familv of spiders 
are permitted 

BIRDS 
Onlv birds that are in compliance with all provincial and federal regulations 

MAMMALS 
CARN/VORA 
Domestic Cats 
Domestic Doqs 

Domestic Ferrets 
EULIPOTYPHLA 

Hedgehogs 
LAGOMORPHA 
Domestic Rabbits 

RODENT/A 
Chinchillas 

Deaus 
Domestic Mice 
Domestic Rats 

Gerbils 
Guinea Pigs 

Hamsters 
FISH 

All ornamental fish except for wild-caught and in compliance with all provincial and federal 
regulations 
REPTILES 

SQUAMATA 
Bearded Dragons 

Geckos 
Iguanas 
Lizards 

All reptiles must be of the non-poisonous and non-venomous type that do not exceed 30 centimetres or 
12 inches in length at maturity are permitted 

SNAKES 
Only snakes of the non-venomous and non-constrictive type that do not exceed 45 centimeters or 18 

inches at maturity are permitted 



 
 

    
    

 

      

     
 

               
 

   
             

      

  
         

  
          

       

  
            

 

  

  

  

   

   

   

  

  

  
           

  

   

  

   

  
            

           

  
            

           

CORP-22-53 Aurora's Permitted Animals List 
Attachment 7 Animal Services By-law 6197-19 

By-law Number 6197-19 Page 20 of 20 

Schedule "B" - Permitted Animals 

Only the following animals are permitted in Town, subject to the restrictions set out below: 

• agricultural livestock 
o only animals that are raised in an agricultural setting to produce farming 

labour or agricultural commodities are permitted 

• amphibians 
o only amphibians of the non-poisonous type are permitted 

• arachnids 
o only arachnids of the non-venomous type and not from the 

theraphosidae (tarantulas) family of spiders are permitted 

• birds 
o birds are only permitted in compliance with any provincial and federal 

laws 

• cats 

• chinchilla 

• dogs 

• domestic Mice 

• domestic Rabbit 

• domestic Rats 

• equine 

• ferret 

• fish 
o fish are only permitted in compliance with any provincial and federal laws 

• gerbil 

• guinea pig 

• hamster 

• hedge hog 

• reptiles 
o only reptiles of the non-poisonous and non-venomous type that do not 

exceed 30 centimetres or 12 inches in length at maturity are permitted 

• snakes 
o only snakes of the be non-venomous and non-constrictive type that do 

not exceed 45 centimeters or 18 inches at maturity are permitted 
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Attachment 8 

ANIMALS - REGULATION  Kitchener's Animal Lists

08.2.3 Leash - length 
No leash shall exceed 2.4 metres (8 feet). 

408.2.4 Excrement - removal by owner - upon defecation 
Every owner of an animal shall remove forthwith and dispose of any excrement left by 
his/her animal on any property in the City other than his/her own property. 

408.2.5 Attack - fighting - prohibited 
No owner shall permit his/her animal to attack or fight with any animal. 

408.2.6 Trespass by animal - prohibited 
No owner shall permit his/her animal to trespass on private property. By-law 98-186, 
30 November, 1998. 

408.2.7 Slaughter house - location - restrictions 
No person shall at any time use any house, dwelling unit, or accessory building, or any 
part thereof, or any land abutting same, as a place for slaughtering animals unless 
such place is distant not less than 180 metres (590.6 feet) from any dwelling unit and 
not less than 45 metres (147.6 feet) from any highway. 

408.2.8 Permitted animals 
Permitted animals means: 

(a) mammals which are commonly known as the following: 
cats; 
chinchillas; 
degus; 
dogs, including dogs over the age of twelve weeks; 
ferrets; 
gerbils; 
guinea pigs; 
hamsters; 
hedgehogs; 
mice; 
rabbits; 
rats; 
sugar gliders. 

(b) all birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish and invertebrates which are not 
restricted or prohibited animals; 

(c) all animals which are used for animal husbandry or are otherwise permitted 
by the Zoning By-law. 

KITCHENER 408.8 DECEMBER 2016 



ANIMALS - REGULATION Kitchener's Animal Lists

408.2.9 Restricted animal 

A restricted animal means: 

(a) a lizard which will grow to more than 65 centimetres (25.6 inches) in length 
from snout to vent; 

(b) a snake which will grow to more than 2 metres (6.6 feet) in length; 

(c) a prohibited animal which was kept or harboured by its owner on the date 
the animal was prohibited or which was purchased by its owner from a pet 
shop in the City in accordance with Chapter 575 of The City of Kitchener 
Municipal Code. By-law 99-169, 4 October, 1999. 

408.2.10 Prohibited animal 

A prohibited animal means: 

(a) an animal which is venomous or poisonous in captivity; 

(b) an animal which is wild-caught, provided that a wild-caught fish shall be 
deemed to be a permitted animal until January 1, 2004; 

(c) an animal whose parent is a prohibited animal; 

(d) a mammal which is not a permitted animal; 

(e) birds which are members of the following orders: 

Order Anseriformes, for example, but not limited to, ducks, geese and 
swans; 

Order Casuariiformes, for example, but not limited to, cassowaries and 
emus; 

Order Galliformes, for example, but not limited to, grouse and pheasants, 
except for non-indigenous quail species which have been captive-bred for 
more than six generations; 

Order Rheiformes, for example, but not limited to, rheas; and 

Order Struthioniformes, for example, but not limited to, ostriches; 

(f) reptiles which are members of the following orders: 

Order Crocodylia, for example, but not limited to, crocodiles; and 

Order Spheodonitida, for example, but not limited to, tuatara; 

KITCHENER 408.9 DECEMBER 2016 
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(g) amphibians which are members of the Order Gymnophiona or Apoda 
commonly known as legless amphibians. By-law 99-169, 4 October, 1999; 
By-law 2013-091, 24 June, 2013. 

408.2.11 Prohibited animal - keeping - offence 
No person shall keep or harbour or permit to be kept or harboured a prohibited animal. 

408.2.12 Restricted animal - keeping requirements 
The owner of a restricted animal shall comply with the following requirements: 

(a) to register the restricted animal on or before February 15, 2000 or after that 
date within seven working days of becoming the owner of the restricted 
animal by providing the Poundkeeper with his/her name, address and 
telephone number and a description of the restricted animal; 

(b) to keep the restricted animal, when it is on the lands and premises of the 
owner, confined and under effective control, as approved by the 
Poundkeeper; 

(c) to keep the restricted animal under the effective control of an adult person 
and under leash or otherwise contained at all times when it is not confined in 
accordance with clause (b); 

(d) to provide the Poundkeeper with the new address and telephone number of 
the owner within two working days of moving the restricted animal; 

(e) to provide the Poundkeeper with the name, address and telephone number 
of the new owner within two working days of selling or giving away the 
restricted animal; 

(f) to advise the Poundkeeper within two working days of the death of the 
restricted animal; and 

(g) to advise the Poundkeeper forthwith if the restricted animal is running at 
large or has bitten or attacked any person or animal, including dogs over the 
age of twelve weeks. 

408.2.13 Prohibited - restricted animal - exceptions 

Sections 408.2.11 and 408.2.12 of this Chapter shall not apply to: 

(a) an animal hospital or clinic lawfully operated and supervised by a 
veterinarian licensed to practice in Ontario; 

(b) an animal shelter operated by the Kitchener-Waterloo and North Waterloo 
Humane Society; 
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ANIMALS - REGULATION Kitchener's Animal Lists

(c) premises registered as a research facility in accordance with the Animals 
for Research Act; 

(d) the lawful operation of a circus, carnival, performance, exhibition, zoo, or 
public display; 

(e) subject to the approval of the Kitchener-Waterloo and North Waterloo 
Humane Society: 

i) premises where animals are being kept for the purposes of 
rehabilitating the individual animal; or 

ii) when under the auspices of the federal or provincial government or 
an organization or facility with appropriate expertise, premises where 
animals are being kept for the purpose of preserving the individual 
animal or the animal species, provided that the premise meet 
Canadian Association of Zoos and Aquarea standards; 

(f) day care facilities or educational establishments where short-term 
educational programs are being conducted; or 

(g) a person keeping up to four hens on a property in accordance with the 
requirements of this Chapter. By-law 2016-118, November 21, 2016 

408.2.14 Animal Designation Appeal Committee - hearing 
The Poundkeeper or a resident of the City may request that a Committee of Council, 
known as the Animal Designation Appeal Committee, conduct a hearing as to 
whether: 

(a) a species of mammal should be added to Section 408.2.8 as a permitted 
animal or to Section 408.2.9 as a restricted animal; or 

(b) a species of bird, reptile, amphibian, fish or invertebrate should be added to 
Section 408.2.9 as a restricted animal or to Section 408.2.10 as a prohibited 
animal. 

408.2.15 Request for hearing 

(a) Requests from residents shall be submitted between January 1 and 
February 15 of each year. 

(b) One request from a resident in regard to Section 408.2.14(a) and one 
request from a resident in regard to Section 408.2.14(b), such requests to 
be chosen by lottery after February 15 if necessary, shall be considered by 
the Animal Designation Appeal Committee during the remainder of the 
year. 
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Standard Positive List Proposal
August 2020 

Standard Positive List Proposal for the Private Keeping 
of Animals 

The standardized Positive List has been created to support legislative review processes 
pertaining to the categorization of exotic animals and their (sub)species. This list has been 
created from the principle that non-domesticated animals are not suitable as pets and that 
native wildlife cannot be kept as pets in most jurisdictions. The average owner is not sufficiently 
knowledgeable or equipped to meet the complex husbandry and welfare needs of non-
domesticated animals (often referred to as exotic animals) and can at best provide captive 
environments that can be described as rudimentary or substandard. At the same time, it is 
necessary to acknowledge that exotic animals are currently kept as pets and that legislative 
bodies require a practical and enforceable solution for dealing with them. 

This list has been created to safeguard as much as possible human health and safety, animal 
welfare and the integrity of wildlife populations and ecosystems and is guided as much as is 
reasonable by the precautionary principle. Another important guiding principle is that, at all 
times, animals should only be sourced from sustainable captive-bred populations.  

This list is dynamic, meaning it can be subject to change as understanding of animal biology, 
behaviour, husbandry needs, welfare, veterinary medicine, conservation and the risks that 
animals pose to human health evolves.  

MAMMALS / MAMMIFÈRES 
CARNIVORA 

(Domestic) Cat Felis catus Chat 
(Domestic) Dog Canis lupus familiaris Chien 
(Domestic) Ferret Mustela putorius furo Furet 

LAGOMORPHA 

European Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus Lapin de garenne 

RODENTIA 

Guinea Pig Cavia porcellus Cochon d'Inde 

Gerbil Meriones unquiculatus Mérione de Mongolie 
Hamster Mesocricetus auratus Hamster doré 

House Mouse Mus musculus Souris commune 

Norway (Common, Brown) Rat Rattus norvegicus Rat brun/Surmulot 
Black (Roof, White Laboratory) Rat Rattus rattus Rat noir 
Bushy-tailed Jird Sekeetamys calurus Gerbille à queue touffue 

BIRDS / OISEAUX 
ESTRILDIDAE 

Cut-throat Finch Amadina fasciata Amandine cou-coupé 
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Strawberry Finch (Red 
Avadavat or Red Munia) Amandava amandava Bengali rouge 

Red-headed Parrot-Finch Erythrura cyanovirens Diamant vert-bleu, Pape royal 
Gouldian Finch/Lady Gould’s Erythrura gouldiae Pape de Gould 
Blue-headed (Blue-faced) 
Parrot-Finch Erythrura trichroa Pape de Kittlitz 
Crimson-rumped Waxbill Estrilda rhodopyga Astrild à croupion rose 
Bronze Mannikin or Hooded 
Weaver Lonchura cucullata Capucin nonnette 

White-headed Munia Lonchura maja Capucin à tête blanche 

Chestnut Mannikin/Tricolored 
Munia Lonchura malacca Capucin marron 

Nutmeg Mannikin or Scaly-
breasted Mannikin Lonchura punctulata Capucin damier 
Society Finch Lonchura striata domestica Moineau du Japon 

Star Finch Neochmia ruficauda Diamant à queue rousse 

Long tailed Grassfinch 
Poephila acuticauda 
acuticauda Diamant à longue queue 

Heck’s Grassfinch Poephila acuticauda hecki 
Diamant à longue queue de 
Heck 

Masked Grassfinch Poephila personata Diamant masqué 

Melba Finch/Green-winged 
Pytilia Pytilia melba Beaumarquet melba 

Diamond Firetail Stagonopleura guttata Diamant à gouttelettes 

Red-eared firetail Finch Stagonopleura oculata Diamant oculé 

Double-barred/Owl Finch Taeniopygia bichenovii Diamant de Bichenov 

Zebra Finch Taeniopygia guttata Diamant mandarin 

Red-cheeked Cordon-bleu Uraeginthus bengalus Cordon-bleu à joues rouges 
Blue-capped Cordon-bleu Uraeginthus cyanocephalus Cordon-bleu cyanocéphale 
Purple Grenadier Uraeginthus ianthinogaster Cordon-bleu violacé 

FRINGILLIDAE 

European Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis Chardonneret élégant 
Fancy Canary Serinus canaria Serin canari 

PSITTACIDAE 

Cockatiel Nymphicus hollandicus Calopsitte élégante 
Budgerigar (Budgie) Melopsittacus undulatus Perruche ondulée 

PASSERIFORMES 

Plum-headed (Cherry/Crimson) 
Finch Aidemosyne modesta Diamant modeste 

Sudan Golden Sparrow/Golden 
Song Sparrow Passer luteus Moineau doré 
Red-whiskered Bulbul Pycnonotus jocosus Bulbul orphée 

Village Indigobird/Steelblue 
Windowfinch Vidua chalybeata Combasson bleu 

Standard Positive List Proposal
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COLUMBIDAE 

Diamond Dove Geopelia cuneata 
Géopélie diamant/Colombe 
diamant 

Ring-necked Dove Streptopelia capicola Tourterelle du cap 
Ringed Turtle-Dove/Ringneck 
Dove Streptopelia risoria Tourterelle domestique 

REPTILES / REPTILES1 
SQUAMATA 

Zebra-tailed Lizard Callisaurus draconoides Lézard à queue de zèbre 
Collared Lizard Crotaphytus collaris Lézard à collier 
Long-nosed Leopard Lizard Gambelia wislizenii Gambelia wislizenii 
Curly-tailed Lizards2 Leiocephalus spp. Lézard à queue courbée 

Northern Curly-tailed Lizard Leiocephalus carinatus 
L'iguane caréné à queue bouclée 
ou lézard à queue recourbée 

Bearded Dragon Pogona vitticeps Dragon barbu 
Star Agama Lizard Stellagama stellio Agame d’Europe 
Northern Spiny-Tailed Gecko Strophurus ciliaris Strophurus ciliaris 

SERPENTES 

Milk Snake Lampropeltis triangulum Serpent de lait de l’est 
King Snakes Lampropeltis getula Serpent roi 
Corn Snake Pantherophis guttatus Serpent des blés 

AMPHIBIANS / AMPHIBIENS 

1The husbandry, health, nutritional and welfare needs of many reptiles have not been comprehensively studied in the wild, so data is 
deficient for many species. Additionally, ever accumulating scientific evidence suggests that the keeping of reptiles as pets can be 
highly problematic for their physical and psychological health and welfare, particularly in clinical, highly artificial environments. Small 
simplistic captive environments are, for all intents and purposes, ubiquitous in reptile keeping and breeding. Reptiles also pose 
human health (i.e. zoonotic) risks to vulnerable persons, including children younger than 5 years old, elderly people over 65 years of 
age, pregnant women, and anyone who is immunocompromised, due to potentially pathogenic organisms (such as Salmonella) 
being a part of their natural internal flora and fauna. 

The commonly traded reptile species listed below are not excessively large, their biological, behavioural, husbandry and welfare 
needs are better understood than many other reptiles, and for informed keepers who do not promulgate folklore reptile husbandry 
practices, they can potentially be kept in a way that satisfies their basic biological and behavioural needs.  

2 Curly-tailed lizards are a group of lizards existing of 29 individual species.  Only species not recorded by the International Union for 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) as vulnerable, threatened or endangered or listed by the Convention on International Trade in 
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) can be kept. 
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NOTE: Due to the risk of native amphibian populations being exposed to Batrachochytrium 
dendrobatidis and Batrachochytrium salamandrivorans no amphibian species should be 
included in the Positive List. These lethal fungal pathogens can be introduced into local 
environments through escaped or released pet amphibians infected with either disease or 
through the disposal of contaminated water or other materials they may have contacted.  

FISHES / POISSON 
NOTE: Most fish species have not been comprehensively reviewed due to the large number of 
species in trade. Commonly traded, ornamental fishes are allowed except for:  

• Saltwater fishes
• Freshwater fishes that are not from self-sustaining captive populations.
• Freshwater fishes that are sourced from the wild, either directly or through

intermediaries.
• Fish species that are known to be wide-ranging and/or migratory and that require very

large spaces in captivity.
• Fishes that reach an adult length of 1 meter or more.
• Fishes that pose a risk of establishing themselves in local environments if released.
• Fishes identified by the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (or other relevant

jurisdictional authorities).
• Venomous fishes or other fishes that pose a medically significant risk to human health

or safety.

INVERTEBRATES / INVERTÉBRÉS3 
Feeder crickets, mealworms, other 
worms, flies, cockroaches, etc. 

Insecta various sp. Grillons, vers de farine, autres vers, 
mouches, cafards, etc. 

3 Scientific research regarding the husbandry and welfare needs of most invertebrates, both terrestrial and aquatic, is lacking. As 
well, significant conservation concerns are associated with a number of invertebrates, such as certain tarantula species, that are 
extracted from the wild for the pet trade. Therefore, invertebrates from self-sustaining captive populations should only be allowed. 
Additionally, the Precautionary Principle should be considered in vetting of invertebrates. 

Standard Positive List Proposal
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	Animal welfare 
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	An appropriate pet can be taken care of by anyone regardless of species-specific knowledge (Tilburgh, 2011). 
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	Carpet python 
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	Boa constrictor 
	Boa constrictor 
	

	Central bearded dragon 
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	Jewelled lizard 
	


	Common kingsnake 
	Common kingsnake 
	

	Hermann’s tortoise 
	


	Corn snake 
	Corn snake 
	

	Red-footed tortoise 
	


	Milk snake 
	Milk snake 
	

	Chinese pond turtle 
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	Oshawa Proposed Amendments to Responsible Pet Owners By-law 14-2010 
	Submitted on Behalf of: CanHerp Specialty Pet Families of Oshawa Pet Reptile Retail Specialists of Oshawa 
	P
	Figure
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	To  Animal  Services,  Mayor,  and  council  of  the  City  of  Oshawa,  CanHerp  is  an  association  of  reptile  and  amphibian  enthusiast’s,  working  together  to  preserve,  foster,  and  grow  the  reptile  and  amphibian  hobby  in  Canada  by  supporting  Specialty  Pet  breeders,  hobbyists,  veterinarians,  retailers,  educators,  and  most  importantly  Pet  families.  Our  stakeholders  agree  that  responsible  pet  ownership,  animal  welfare,  and  public  safety  are  top  priorities  when
	Specialty Pets 
	Artifact
	Includes  the  world  of  reptiles,  amphibians,  inverts,  small  mammals,  birds,  and  aquatics.  Species  Allowable  and  Prohibited  List  Presenting  the  cases  for  each  species  we  wanted  to  come  together  with  the  concerns  that  the  majority  of  municipalities  have  considered  throughout  this  process  historically.  All  with  the  same  two  main  concerns  of  public  safety  and  the  overall  wellbeing  of  the  specialty  pets  being  maintained  within  the  city  at  the  time
	Artifact
	The  Five  Freedoms*  is  a  core  concept  in  animal  welfare:  
	1. Freedom  from  hunger  and  thirst  by  ready  access  to  fresh  water  and  a  diet  to  maintain  full  health  and  vigor. -Given  the  achievements  in  research  on  dietary  and  nutritional  needs  of  all  species  of  pets  and  specialty pets,  there  is  a  wide  range  of  feed  available. 2. Freedom  from  pain,  injury  or  disease  by  prevention  or  rapid  diagnosis  and  treatment. -Oshawa  has  one  of  the  largest  offerings  of  specialty  pet  veterinarian  practices  available  o
	1. Freedom  from  hunger  and  thirst  by  ready  access  to  fresh  water  and  a  diet  to  maintain  full  health  and  vigor. -Given  the  achievements  in  research  on  dietary  and  nutritional  needs  of  all  species  of  pets  and  specialty pets,  there  is  a  wide  range  of  feed  available. 2. Freedom  from  pain,  injury  or  disease  by  prevention  or  rapid  diagnosis  and  treatment. -Oshawa  has  one  of  the  largest  offerings  of  specialty  pet  veterinarian  practices  available  o
	1. Freedom  from  hunger  and  thirst  by  ready  access  to  fresh  water  and  a  diet  to  maintain  full  health  and  vigor. -Given  the  achievements  in  research  on  dietary  and  nutritional  needs  of  all  species  of  pets  and  specialty pets,  there  is  a  wide  range  of  feed  available. 2. Freedom  from  pain,  injury  or  disease  by  prevention  or  rapid  diagnosis  and  treatment. -Oshawa  has  one  of  the  largest  offerings  of  specialty  pet  veterinarian  practices  available  o
	1. Freedom  from  hunger  and  thirst  by  ready  access  to  fresh  water  and  a  diet  to  maintain  full  health  and  vigor. -Given  the  achievements  in  research  on  dietary  and  nutritional  needs  of  all  species  of  pets  and  specialty pets,  there  is  a  wide  range  of  feed  available. 2. Freedom  from  pain,  injury  or  disease  by  prevention  or  rapid  diagnosis  and  treatment. -Oshawa  has  one  of  the  largest  offerings  of  specialty  pet  veterinarian  practices  available  o
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	Canada  respectively  is  one  of  the  leading  countries  that  has  many  regulatory  steps  to  encourage  legal  import  of  animals  as  well  as  working  as  a  safety  wall  in  respect  to  our  native  habitat  and  native  species.  Here  are  the  three  federal  segments  that  regulate  the  animals  entering  Canada:  Canada  is  one  the  leading  members  of  the  CITES  treaty.  CITES  Trade  in  protected  species:  international  convention  The  Convention  on  International  Trade  in
	Artifact
	CFIA  Import  Restriction  NOTICE  May  12,  2018  Canada  prohibits  the  import  of  all  species  of  the  order  Caudata  (such  as  salamanders,  newts,  and  mudpuppies)  unless  accompanied  by  a  permit.  The  goal  is  to  protect  wild  Canadian  salamander  species  from  a  harmful  fungus.  This  import  restriction  includes  living  or  dead  specimens,  as  well  as  any  of  their:  ● Eggs ● Sperm ● Tissue  culture ● Embryos It  also  includes  any  other  parts  or  derivatives  of  speci
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	Baclcgrouncl 
	Pet ownership in Canada has steadily grown over the last 20 years, and for over three decades the Pet Industry Joint Advisory Council of Canada (PIJAC Canada) has been working with business and government agencies, at all levels, to advance the wellbeing of pets in Canada. 
	Artifact
	Artifact
	Educating members ofthe pet industry is a top priority for PIJAC Canada. Numerous pet retailers recognize that the success and even survival of their businesses rests on their ability to offer customers high quality service and expertise in such areas as animal husbandry, speciality pet ownership, and customer satisfaction. PIJAC Canada supports the pet industry's efforts, in this regard, by providing pet resource materials and information on a range of different species which they, in turn, can pass on to 

	Pet Ownership Trends 
	Pet Ownership Trends 
	Canadian Pet Ownership 
	Canadian Pet Ownership 
	Pet Ownership Rates: Dogs, Cats, and other Pets by Region or Province-Quebec, Ontario, and Western Canada, 2020(percentofpetowners} 
	Figure
	Pet ownership in Canada is becoming increasingly popular. Pre-pandemic.figures place pets in 6~ percent of Canadian homes, which amounts to nearly 28 rnillion.pets sharing their lives,with humans. Now,when most people thinkofpets they generally think of cats or dogs, but ~any Cari.adians a~o own whatis cla~sifi~',i as ~peci~lity pets. 
	As a matter of fact, of the 28 million pets currently living in Canadians' homes, 45 percent are actually speciality pets which includes species of birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish and small mammals 
	(guinea pigs, rabbits, hamsters etc.). 
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	Whether it's a cat or dog, or a speciality pet, there are many reasons a person selects a specific, or different type of pet, be it for companionship, interest or general appreciation of the species. 
	Speciality pet lovers are a devoted and growing group in the area of pet ownership. 
	This is reflected by the fact that pet retailers across North America are seeing a notable increase in demand for these types of pets. The latest data, coming from the USA, notes a seven percent increase in families adding a reptile to their home. 
	While such data has not been tracked in 
	anada, pet retailers here say they are seeing an increased demand for such pets as well. 
	Western Canadian pet lovers lead the way in owning the highest number of 
	specialty pets in Canada today. 
	Eighteen percent of the households in 
	~rrtiGee~i)ftq'l(ft~EthcOt~r than a 
	dog or a cat. which translates in over 1.6 
	million households in the country owning a speciality pet. 
	When you think of some ofthese specialty pets you might be visualizing "exotic species", but there is a big difference between the two. 
	Exotic animals often are not all that exotic at all. They are just any animal that would require a different type of care than required for customary household animals. 


	Exotic Animal Policy 
	Exotic Animal Policy 
	Since 1992, PIJAC has made available to various government agencies its own Exotic Animal Policy that includes a Prohibited Species list which identifies animals that we view as not suitable to be sold as pets. 
	--Type·o(Anima_l* Prohi~ite~f ~xamples·* I Exceptic;ms . 
	Artiodactylous ungulates (hooved) Deer, Giraffe, Elk, Gazelle, etc. Domestic Goats, Sheep, Cattle 
	anidae (canine) Wolf, Coyote, Dingo, etc. Domestic Dog Crocodilians Alligator, Crocodile, Cayman, etc. one 
	Edentates Anteater, Sloth, Armadillo one Elephantidae (elephants) African and Indian Elephant one Erinacidae Spiny Hedgehog, Moonrat, etc. African Pigmy Hedgehog 
	Lions, T igers, Cheetahs, Pumas, Felidae (felines) etc. Domestic Cat Hyaenidae (hyenas) Hyenas one Marsu ials Koala, Kangaroo, Opossum, etc. None Mustelidae musk lands) Skunk, Weasel. Badger, etc. Domestic Ferret Non-human primates Gorilla, Monkey, Chimpanzee, etc. None Pinni eds sea mammals Seal, Sea Lion, Walrus, etc. one ensso ac ous ungu a e (hooved) Zebra, Rhinoceros, Tapir Domestic horse and ass 
	Procyonidae Raccoon, Coati, Cacomistle one Ptero odidae bats Bats (all species) one aptors 1r so prey Eagle, Hawk, Owl, etc. one 
	Ratites (fUghtless birds) Ostrich, Emu, Rhea, etc. one Ursidae (bears) Polar, Black, Grizzly, etc. one Venomous Reptiles Rattle Snake, Coral Snake, etc. one 
	Viverridae Mongoose, Civit, Genets one 
	* Examples ofanimals ofa particular prohibited group are given, but they are examples only and should not be construed as limiting the generality ofthe group. 
	Through resources such as our Exotic Animal Policy and a wide network of animal experts, PUA C anada has been a trusted source for members of the pet industry, with a reputation for collaboration and commitment to animal welfare. We stand by our motto that 'Animal welfare is everyone's business'TM which guides our organization and its over 1,500 members. 
	Specialty pets born under human care is part of how they are ethically sourced. It involves the rearing of animals born and raised in a controlled environment designed to support and monitor the health ofthe animals, as well as ensure preservation ofthe species. 
	Through this approach, pet retailers are able to provide their customers with pets that are healthier, easier to handle and much friendlier towards their prospective owners. This helps maximize the chances of a successful pet-owner relationship and benefits everybody: the animal, the pet owner and the retailer. 
	Today, there's an increasing variety of human raised (captive bred) animals available to Canadian pet owners. The birds and small mammals available to pet retailers almost exclusively come from captive breeding facilities and the number is increasing every year. The benefits of captive breeding for the purposes of pet ownership in the area of specialty pets are legion. 
	Human raised animals make better pets. Because they are hand-raised they are better suited to life as a pet. As human raised animals are subject to a variety of veterinary protocols, they are free of certain diseases and parasites commonly found in their wild counterparts. Over the last two decades, the focus has shifted towards well-known, multigenerational captive-bred species as they are healthier, well socialized and more relaxed. 
	Percentage of Human Raised Speciality Pets Sold in Pet Stores ■ Small Animals 100% ■ Pet Birds 95% Reptiles and Amphibians 75% ■ Freshwater Fish 95% ■ Marine (Saltwater) Fish 20% 
	International conventions such as the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora CITES, and closer to home, federal regulations such as WAPPRIITA, the Wild Animal and Plant Protection and Regulation of International and lnterprovincial Trade Act. recognize the importance of well-established structured captive breeding programs. 
	Why 'Allowable' Pets Lists Can't Work 
	There's a movement afoot to change pet classification models from PUA 
	anada's recommended prohibited species list to permitted species lists. Here's why this change in approach can't work. 
	The call for the use of permitted species' lists aimed at limiting exotic species. as opposed to animals that can be kept as speciality pets. is a disproportionate approach. Given that there are no identified issues of concern regarding the species our industry currently imports, PIJA 
	anada maintains that species should only be restricted where it can be properly demonstrated. based on a scientific risk assessment. that they constitute some form of risk. 
	We also believe that educating people to select the right pet for their lifestyle and care for it properly is the key to happy and healthy pets and owners, not limiting species through 'permitted species' lists. 
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	1. How will the list of criteria be determined and respected? 
	1. How will the list of criteria be determined and respected? 
	When developing a permitted species list 
	criteria would have to be determined that 
	would allow, rather than disallow which type 
	of animals would be included in the list This 
	would require a very long and complex set of 
	criteria based on numerous facts or 
	assumptions. Whereas the prohibited criteria 
	developed as part of PIJAC Canada's 
	Exotic Animal Policy provides a very simple 
	and succinct criteria. 
	For example. with reptiles. PUA· s Exotic Animal 
	Policy sets out regulations related to how animals 
	should be prohibited related to their size using its 
	three-metre/two-metre rule. which is defined as follows: "An adult snake's 
	':4ny animal that 
	':4ny animal that 
	length cannot exceed three metres and an adult 
	lizard's length cannot exceed two metres (snout to 
	the tip of the tail)."

	would require a 
	would require a 
	standard ofcare and control greater than required for a customary household." 
	Figure
	English ommon ame 
	Green anaconda 
	Yellow anaconda 
	Reticulated python 
	African rock python 
	urmese python 
	Indian python 
	Amethyst python 
	Species 
	Eunectes 
	murinus 
	Eunectes 
	notaeus 
	Python reticulatus 
	Python sebae 
	Python molurus 
	bivittatus 
	bivittatus 
	Python molurus molurus 
	Morelia amethystina 
	*Length 

	6lm8m 
	6lm8m 
	5JO'l6m 
	66ni.3m 

	63tn~m 
	63tn~m 
	~em 
	53tn !;m 
	~Bm 
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	Easy To Apply Rules 
	This rule because is easy to apply and enforce 
	through the simple use of a measuring tape. This is another reason that a prohibited species list is more feasible than a permitted one. because the more species that are added to a permitted species list. the more training of enforcement officers will be 
	required to properly identify them. Relying on 
	identification. only, can be problematic because. with age, an animal's colour patterns may change. There are also agrowing number of colours available to herpetoculturists (captive reptile breeders) such as hypomenalistic species such as albinos, and granite and calico patterns. 

	Prohibited Species 
	Prohibited Species 
	As a complement to this approach, 
	PIJA anada has identified six 
	different species and, one sub-species 
	of snakes that should be prohibited as 
	pets. All of them exceed three meters 
	and are recognized for their 
	unsuitability and risk to human health 
	and the environment. 
	They are all members of the Family 
	oidae (constrictors, e.g. boa, 
	anaconda) and we recommend their 
	inclusion on a prohibited species list, 
	with a statement such as: 'These six 
	species and this one sub-species, 
	members of the oidae Family are 
	prohibited'. 
	Length suggested in iterature. Snakes grow during their entire ife and the tota ength they may reach is great y influenced by the captive conditions in which they are kept. As for the two-meter ru e in izards,ite iminates a the unsuitab e specimens, as we as those that are ofrea 
	threat topetowners. 
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	FACTORS 
	FACTORS 
	Make Allowable Lists Unworkable 
	2. Difficulty in Application and Management 
	Provided that an agreement could be reached on the list of criteria that must be met, it is likely that the number of proposed speciality pet species, that do not meet the List's criteria, would be far smaller than those that do. The result would be a list tens of thousands of animals that are permitted. 
	Such a list would prove to be a nightmare for those charged with administering and enforcing it. Those individuals would need to be extremely well versed in each species on the list. requiring in-depth training and education which adds to departmental budgets. Another key factor to consider is that. white a large part of the list would be comprised of establishedpecies. the list would require constant modification. ue to changes in consumer demand, market trends, nd availability of new species and other fac
	Prohibited Species lists are much sshorter and easier to maintain and dadminister. References to the list can be aaccessed more quickly and controlled. The size of the Ust. itself, makes it much ueasier for cross-referencing by common and scientific names. By way of bexample, the Dutch courts annulled shthat country's permitted species Ust on othe grounds of a lack of expertise in padvising such a list! bb
	Keeping the list current would prove to be totallynfeasible. For example. Newfoundland has a list which permits only a small number of finch species to e sold as pets when, in reality, that number of finch pecies available to the pet trade is exponentially igher. Such list modifications would be lengthy and ften out-dated by the time they would be put in lace. This situation would create frustration among ird hobbyists and risks driving them to black market reeding operations. 
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	FACTORS 
	FACTORS 
	Make Allowable Lists Unworkable 
	3. Restrictions on Trade 
	Opting for a permitted species list will make it difficult to introduce new permitted species to the local pet trade. One has only to mention the domestic ferret (not found in the Newfoundland list), the African pigmy hedgehog and the degu rodent as examples. 
	All three species. while they meet the list of criteria for speciality pets (human raised, easily kept in captivity) they are comparatively new to Canada's pet stores but have been widely available elsewhere in the pettrade for years. 
	The omission of any permitted species on the list would put unfair and unjust trade restrictions on pet wholesalers and retailers. It would also be a direct contradiction to the acceptance of the "what is already being traded" criteria. Such situations do not occur with the use of a 'prohibited species' list 
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	FACTORS 
	Make Allowable Lists Unworkable 
	4. Will not stop people from keeping banned pets 
	Furthermore, evidence demonstrates that such a move would do little to stop people from keeping banned pets but. rather, drive ownership underground. This also does nothing to protect animal welfare, because sick animals may be denied veterinary attention if they are kept illegally. We saw this when many reptiles were discovered in Swedish homes afterthe country joined the EU and its ban on reptile ownership was lifted. 
	Another example is when Norway lifted its extensive 40-year ban on the ownership of most species of reptiles. The Norwegian Government had to acknowledge there was more than 100,000 reptiles in private ownership, indicating a flourishing and long-term black-market trade. 
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	How is Canada's pet trade regulated? 
	l 
	Perhaps one of the most frustrating thing about a forced shift towards the permitted list approach is that it is wholly unnecessary. There are many laws already in place in anada and internationally that protect both animals and people as it relates to "speciality pets" and "exotic animals". 
	Animals in anada are protected under two official 
	layers of legislation, federally and provincially. These, like all of our laws. evolve over time, but their 
	primary focus is on protecting animals from cruelty by mandating that they receive the necessities of life for them to be healthy and comfortable. 
	Global animal protection is also alive and well. Animals that may be brought into the country are protected by the onvention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora ( ITES). an international agreement between governments aimed at ensuring that international trade in specimens of animals and plants does not threaten the survival of the species. 
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	CITES Regulations 
	CITES Regulations 
	Appendix 1 -Animals that are not allowed to be imported into Canada Appendix 2 -Animals that are allowed to be imported or exported, with a permit* 
	ote: This Convention is there to regulate, not to prohibit trade *The Canadian Wildlife Services (under Environment and Climate Change Canada) issues the import permit, and the Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA) verifies the health of the animal at the point of entry into Canada. 
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	Regulations For INTERPROVINCIAL TRANSPORT OF ANIMALS 
	'Listed' and regulated animals are overseen by WAPPARIITA, the Wild Animal and Plant Protection and Regulation of International and lnterprovincial Trade Act. It includes: 
	Species on the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) control list. 
	Species on the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) control list. 
	Species on the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) control list. 
	Species on the Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (CITES) control list. 

	Foreign species whose capture. possession, and export are prohibited or regulated by laws in their country of origin. 
	Foreign species whose capture. possession, and export are prohibited or regulated by laws in their country of origin. 

	Canadian species whose capture, possession, and transportation are regulated by provincial or territorial laws. 
	Canadian species whose capture, possession, and transportation are regulated by provincial or territorial laws. 

	Species whose introduction into Canadian ecosystems could endanger Canadian species 
	Species whose introduction into Canadian ecosystems could endanger Canadian species 


	The Act forbids the import, export and interprovincial transportation of these species, unless the specimens are accompanied by the appropriate documents (licencses, permits). 
	Artifact


	Animal Rights 
	Animal Rights 
	Whereas Animal Rights is a philosophical perspective that proposes animals should have the same rights as humans. Meaning that animals should not be viewed as property and used for human purposes and-in the extreme sense-should not be kept as pets. 
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	Why Canadians LOVE PETS! 
	While Canada's pet industry adds billions to the national economy, what pets offer Canadians is worth so much more. You'd be hard pressed to find someone whose 
	Life has not been positively touched by an animal be it a dog or cat, or a gecko or guinea pig. 
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	Why Collaboration Beats 





	OVER REGULATION 
	OVER REGULATION 
	For millennium, humans have shared their lives with a wide variety of species, from dogs and cats to goldfish and geckos. That's why indiscriminate and broad ranging bans on speciaUty pets via the use ofa permitted species list would have a significant negative and unfair impact on Canada's responsible pet owners. 
	Live animals in the pet trade have moved between countries successfully for decades under a heavily regulated and continuously evaluated system that protects both human and animal health. Research illustrates that pet companionship improves human health and mental well being and brings a direct 
	connection with nature right into our homes for us and our children in an increasingly urbanised world. 
	Such contact helps people develop greater compassion for animals. and a better understanding of the natural world. while making significant contributions to our national economy. Whether it be a mainstream pet like a dog or cat. or a speciaLized species such as tropical fish. snakes and spiders; pet keepers and the pet care community that brings them together readily acknowledge the need to source and care for these companions responsibly and legally. 
	Figure
	PUAC Canada has always beUeved in collaboration over confrontation and that there is value in debate. The well being ofthe animals that we care for is what drives our organization. If, however, you want to look at it strictly from a dollar and cent perspective, without a supply of health animals, for any type of legitimate pet-related business, there is no pet industry. This means that doing what's best and always working to raise the bar on the welfare of animals is in best interest of the pet sector. Over
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	01 02 03 PIJAC Canada Canadian Pet SurveY. HADRI Reeort Exotic Animal Policv.* 04 05 06 Canada Wild CITES Regulations OIE International Seecies Protection Health Standa[d& 
	01 02 03 PIJAC Canada Canadian Pet SurveY. HADRI Reeort Exotic Animal Policv.* 04 05 06 Canada Wild CITES Regulations OIE International Seecies Protection Health Standa[d& 
	(1) Packaged Facts: Canadian Pet Market Survey -2020 (2) Euromonitor International: Pet Care in Canada -2020 (In the case ofEuroroonitor International they estimate the rvmberof individual fish, whereas Packaged Facts, coonts homes l'ith one ormore aquarums as a single unit) •P1JAC Canada's Exotic Animal PoUcy is a Uving document which is reviewed regularly, and updates are ongoing. 11121 
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	CORP-22-53 Attachment 6 Newmarket's Permitted Animals List Animal Control By-law 2020-30 
	Schedule 'A' 
	Permitted Animals List 
	Permitted Animals List 
	1. Animals identified under this Schedule are hereby permitted within the Town. All other animals are restricted unless grandfathered and in accordance with Sections 4(8), 4(9), and 4(10) of this By-law. Permitted animals are subject to the restrictions set out below: 
	AGRICULTURAL LIVESTOCK Only animals that are raised in an agricultural setting to producefarming labour or agricultural commodities are permitted AMPHIBIANS 
	AGRICULTURAL LIVESTOCK Only animals that are raised in an agricultural setting to producefarming labour or agricultural commodities are permitted AMPHIBIANS 
	AGRICULTURAL LIVESTOCK Only animals that are raised in an agricultural setting to producefarming labour or agricultural commodities are permitted AMPHIBIANS 

	Only amphibians of the non-poisonous type are permitted ARCHNIDS Only arachnids of the non-venomous type and not from the theraphosidae (tarantulas) familv of spiders are permitted BIRDS 
	Only amphibians of the non-poisonous type are permitted ARCHNIDS Only arachnids of the non-venomous type and not from the theraphosidae (tarantulas) familv of spiders are permitted BIRDS 

	Onlv birds that are in compliance with all provincial and federal regulations MAMMALS 
	Onlv birds that are in compliance with all provincial and federal regulations MAMMALS 

	CARN/VORA Domestic Cats Domestic Doqs Domestic Ferrets EULIPOTYPHLA Hedgehogs LAGOMORPHA Domestic Rabbits 
	CARN/VORA Domestic Cats Domestic Doqs Domestic Ferrets EULIPOTYPHLA Hedgehogs LAGOMORPHA Domestic Rabbits 

	RODENT/A Chinchillas Deaus Domestic Mice Domestic Rats Gerbils Guinea Pigs Hamsters 
	RODENT/A Chinchillas Deaus Domestic Mice Domestic Rats Gerbils Guinea Pigs Hamsters 

	FISH 
	FISH 

	All ornamental fish except for wild-caught and in compliance with all provincial and federal regulations REPTILES SQUAMATA 
	All ornamental fish except for wild-caught and in compliance with all provincial and federal regulations REPTILES SQUAMATA 

	Bearded Dragons Geckos 
	Bearded Dragons Geckos 

	Iguanas 
	Iguanas 

	Lizards All reptiles must be of the non-poisonous and non-venomous type that do not exceed 30 centimetres or 12 inches in length at maturity are permitted 
	Lizards All reptiles must be of the non-poisonous and non-venomous type that do not exceed 30 centimetres or 12 inches in length at maturity are permitted 

	SNAKES 
	SNAKES 

	Only snakes of the non-venomous and non-constrictive type that do not exceed 45 centimeters or 18 inches at maturity are permitted 
	Only snakes of the non-venomous and non-constrictive type that do not exceed 45 centimeters or 18 inches at maturity are permitted 
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	Schedule "B" -Permitted Animals 
	Schedule "B" -Permitted Animals 
	Only the following animals are permitted in Town, subject to the restrictions set out below: 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 
	agricultural livestock 

	o only animals that are raised in an agricultural setting to produce farming labour or agricultural commodities are permitted 

	• 
	• 
	amphibians o only amphibians of the non-poisonous type are permitted 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	arachnids 

	o only arachnids of the non-venomous type and not from the theraphosidae (tarantulas) family of spiders are permitted 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	birds 

	o birds are only permitted in compliance with any provincial and federal laws 

	• 
	• 
	cats 

	• 
	• 
	chinchilla 

	• 
	• 
	dogs 

	• 
	• 
	domestic Mice 

	• 
	• 
	domestic Rabbit 

	• 
	• 
	domestic Rats 

	• 
	• 
	equine 

	• 
	• 
	ferret 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	fish 

	o fish are only permitted in compliance with any provincial and federal laws 

	• 
	• 
	gerbil 

	• 
	• 
	guinea pig 

	• 
	• 
	hamster 

	• 
	• 
	hedge hog 

	• 
	• 
	• 
	reptiles 

	o only reptiles of the non-poisonous and non-venomous type that do not exceed 30 centimetres or 12 inches in length at maturity are permitted 

	• 
	• 
	snakes 


	o only snakes of the be non-venomous and non-constrictive type that do not exceed 45 centimeters or 18 inches at maturity are permitted 



	CORP-22-53 Attachment 8 - Kitchener
	Structure
	CORP-22-53 Attachment 8 
	ANIMALS -REGULATION  
	P
	Leash -length No leash shall exceed 2.4 metres (8 feet). 
	Leash -length No leash shall exceed 2.4 metres (8 feet). 
	08.2.3 
	408.2.4 
	408.2.4 
	Excrement -removal by owner -upon defecation 
	Every owner of an animal shall remove forthwith and dispose of any excrement left by his/her animal on any property in the City other than his/her own property. 

	408.2.5 Attack -fighting -prohibited 
	408.2.5 Attack -fighting -prohibited 
	No owner shall permit his/her animal to attack or fight with any animal. 

	408.2.6 Trespass by animal -prohibited 
	408.2.6 Trespass by animal -prohibited 
	No owner shall permit his/her animal to trespass on private property. By-law 98-186, 30 November, 1998. 

	408.2.7 Slaughter house -location -restrictions 
	408.2.7 Slaughter house -location -restrictions 
	No person shall at any time use any house, dwelling unit, or accessory building, or any part thereof, or any land abutting same, as a place for slaughtering animals unless such place is distant not less than 180 metres (590.6 feet) from any dwelling unit and not less than 45 metres (147.6 feet) from any highway. 

	408.2.8 Permitted animals 
	408.2.8 Permitted animals 
	Permitted animals means: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	mammals which are commonly known as the following: cats; chinchillas; degus; dogs, including dogs over the age of twelve weeks; ferrets; gerbils; guinea pigs; hamsters; hedgehogs; mice; rabbits; rats; sugar gliders. 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	all birds, reptiles, amphibians, fish and invertebrates which are not restricted or prohibited animals; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	all animals which are used for animal husbandry or are otherwise permitted by the Zoning By-law. 


	P
	408.2.9 Restricted animal 
	408.2.9 Restricted animal 
	A restricted animal means: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	a lizard which will grow to more than 65 centimetres (25.6 inches) in length from snout to vent; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	a snake which will grow to more than 2 metres (6.6 feet) in length; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	a prohibited animal which was kept or harboured by its owner on the date the animal was prohibited or which was purchased by its owner from a pet shop in the City in accordance with Chapter 575 of The City of Kitchener Municipal Code. By-law 99-169, 4 October, 1999. 



	Prohibited animal 
	Prohibited animal 
	408.2.10 

	A prohibited animal means: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	an animal which is venomous or poisonous in captivity; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	an animal which is wild-caught, provided that a wild-caught fish shall be deemed to be a permitted animal until January 1, 2004; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	an animal whose parent is a prohibited animal; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	a mammal which is not a permitted animal; 

	(
	(
	e) birds which are members of the following orders: 


	Order Anseriformes, for example, but not limited to, ducks, geese and swans; Order Casuariiformes, for example, but not limited to, cassowaries and 
	emus; Order Galliformes, for example, but not limited to, grouse and pheasants, 
	except for non-indigenous quail species which have been captive-bred for more than six generations; Order Rheiformes, for example, but not limited to, rheas; and Order Struthioniformes, for example, but not limited to, ostriches; 
	(f) 
	(f) 
	(f) 
	reptiles which are members of the following orders: Order Crocodylia, for example, but not limited to, crocodiles; and Order Spheodonitida, for example, but not limited to, tuatara; 

	(g) 
	(g) 
	amphibians which are members of the Order Gymnophiona or Apoda commonly known as legless amphibians. By-law 99-169, 4 October, 1999; By-law 2013-091, 24 June, 2013. 


	ANIMALS -REGULATION 
	P
	Prohibited animal -keeping -offence 
	Prohibited animal -keeping -offence 
	408.2.11 

	No person shall keep or harbour or permit to be kept or harboured a prohibited animal. 

	Restricted animal -keeping requirements 
	Restricted animal -keeping requirements 
	408.2.12 

	The owner of a restricted animal shall comply with the following requirements: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	to register the restricted animal on or before February 15, 2000 or after that date within seven working days of becoming the owner of the restricted animal by providing the Poundkeeper with his/her name, address and telephone number and a description of the restricted animal; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	to keep the restricted animal, when it is on the lands and premises of the owner, confined and under effective control, as approved by the Poundkeeper; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	to keep the restricted animal under the effective control of an adult person and under leash or otherwise contained at all times when it is not confined in accordance with clause (b); 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	to provide the Poundkeeper with the new address and telephone number of the owner within two working days of moving the restricted animal; 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	to provide the Poundkeeper with the name, address and telephone number of the new owner within two working days of selling or giving away the restricted animal; 

	(f) 
	(f) 
	to advise the Poundkeeper within two working days of the death of the restricted animal; and 

	(g) 
	(g) 
	to advise the Poundkeeper forthwith if the restricted animal is running at large or has bitten or attacked any person or animal, including dogs over the age of twelve weeks. 



	Prohibited -restricted animal -exceptions 
	Prohibited -restricted animal -exceptions 
	408.2.13 

	not apply to: 
	Sections 408.2.11 and 408.2.12 of this Chapter shall 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	an animal hospital or clinic lawfully operated and supervised by a veterinarian licensed to practice in Ontario; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	an animal shelter operated by the Kitchener-Waterloo and North Waterloo Humane Society; 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	premises registered as a research facility in accordance with the Animals for Research Act; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	the lawful operation of a circus, carnival, performance, exhibition, zoo, or public display; 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	(e) 
	subject to the approval of the Kitchener-Waterloo and North Waterloo Humane Society: 

	i) premises where animals are being kept for the purposes of rehabilitating the individual animal; or 
	ii) when under the auspices of the federal or provincial government or an organization or facility with appropriate expertise, premises where animals are being kept for the purpose of preserving the individual animal or the animal species, provided that the premise meet Canadian Association of Zoos and Aquarea standards; 

	(f) 
	(f) 
	day care facilities or educational establishments where short-term educational programs are being conducted; or 

	(g) 
	(g) 
	a person keeping up to four hens on a property in accordance with the requirements of this Chapter. By-law 2016-118, November 21, 2016 


	ANIMALS -REGULATION 
	P
	Animal Designation Appeal Committee -hearing 
	Animal Designation Appeal Committee -hearing 
	408.2.14 

	The Poundkeeper or a resident of the City may request that a Committee of Council, known as the Animal Designation Appeal Committee, conduct a hearing as to whether: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	a species of mammal should be added to Section 408.2.8 as a permitted animal or to Section 408.2.9 as a restricted animal; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	a species of bird, reptile, amphibian, fish or invertebrate should be added to Section 408.2.9 as a restricted animal or 
	LBody
	Link
	a prohibited animal. 




	Request for hearing 
	Request for hearing 
	408.2.15 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	Requests from residents shall be submitted between January 1 and February 15 of each year. 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	One request from a resident in regard to Section 408.2.14(a) and one request from a resident in regard to Section 408.2.14(b), such requests to be chosen by lottery after February 15 if necessary, shall be considered by the Animal Designation Appeal Committee during the remainder of the year. 
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